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several large size porous tungsten emitter plates w s t  4 sguare inches 
in area vert prepared ror HASA evslustion a@ a reault of extensin m r  metallurgy 
and Uhemlc81 pIQceS6CP. 
ewe. eocesdtd, contract obJectives. The otruetur86 exhibited map pore diaaeters 
from 1.1 to 1.7 microns in discrete levels with very n a ; l ~ ~ u  &sirablcr ranges, open 
pore vol\mrs between 19 and 244, pore count between 0.9 to 4 x 10 pores/cm aad 
tranemissloa coefficient between ll P. 22-x loo5 9118 thcrmaJ stability to at 
Tho tung6tan structura CharaCttWi8tiCS plbt, and &a 8OIm 
7 2 
bast 2750%. 
!Fhe process consists or  unlfomly ultra fine tungsten, copper end 
nickel poderr, hydrostatically prereing, liquld phase sintering at UW to  =WoF 
for periods iroBl 5 to 25 hours, bydrochlorlc and then nitric acid leaching to 
e i c i e n t u  remove the copper and nickel m e ,  rdueing in wet mgsn at le00O~ 
and v~cuulp bleaching at myO°F. The proeess allows do- cantrol o f  graln dlise, 
pore diameter and pore volums. In addition, It results in alplout spherical 
tungsten grains and is believed to be easily reproducible. 
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1.0 fntroducfion 
The d&mwpalt of a utab3.a micro posodty in ointerea tungsten compacta ha0 
b.colpe vury LpEIoTt(L13t for aetslum propellent Ionizers in iopl propuleion mystarrrs (1-7). 
L w  den~lty emitter canponents with 1 microll diameter p a n e  result f rma closely 
controlled guwder metallurgy approaches. Tho- approaches vhich have been most 
pzoduec 6txUctUreS which coatinuc to densify with time 8t ceeium loniter tempers- 
-(&I4). ~ i g h  dermiw slptersd hydrogen tung- ampact0 reeult iran 
close atteation t0 such ZectOl.6 aa ;pH, chemical purity and resulthg canpound 
t;be 8 h - M  t~~ bdu8tg ,  imrdltn t8Chaicd S t e p 6  WfiiCh w t l y  
pwtlcle size In the chemical ~ a a t l o n r  proceeaeoj ta timrr-temgsrefuce and 
atmoaphez5c canditlona in t b  d i n g  cydej to -ate 0iSe8 p u t i ~ l e  
size and shape, lubricants, blndere, dies, rates, and d e m e  of pressing in the 
ionsing cycle; and finally, to time-temperature and atmosphere i n  the cbterir43 
cycle. 
these iador0(~3). 
emitter structures w e r e  prepared usiag process factors described above. 
resulted in high porosity sintered m e t a l  which vae beaically unstable and con- 
tlnwd to sinter at temperatures above its recrystalliestlon teaperaturea eioce 
WllEh structures are at hlgh energp level13 
In addition, there ase many interdependent relationshipa between most of 
mtil  the paat tvdve month  or so, m o s t  parous tungsten 
This 
( 8-14 ) . 
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t h i s  s t ructure  and then Femoving t h e  copper-nickel phase, the B u r f E u w  and 
wain boundary difZUsIon mechanieme should be ef'fectively ternaineted even if 
the structure ya8 of l o w  grain size and high pore volume. 
A further c r i t i c a l  factor  in Aetro Met's approach wau that of reducing 
the copper snd part icular ly  the nickel concentratlone to very low levels. 
This was important in order t h a t  the etable porous tungsten structure could be 
deneifled only by volume diffusion at t h e  high activation energy l eve l  of 133 
kilocdories/nmle. 
hour8 at ion emitter temperatures. 
shovn (22) to lower tungsten grain boundary -ion activation energy levale 
irarn variously reported levels or 90-100 t o  about 68 kilocalorles/mole. The 
tungsten grain size af%er given sintering treatment vae, found to  be inversely 
proportional 
p his would, therefore, inware s t a b i l i t y  for thousands of 
Small nickel concentrations have been 
the square root of the nickel content. 
Astro M e t  ddmnstrated the  f eas ib l l i t y  of this approach in 1963 on Can- 
tract NAB 3-2513 (?:) A ra ther  n a ~ ~ o v  W-Cu-HI composition area and limited 
s inter ing conditlous yielded porous t w o t e n  s tNcturee  In man sizes rang- 
ing from 2 to  10 microns In diameter, and with mean pore diameters from 0.6 
to  2 microns. 
cancentratlone, ae w e l l  as most other elemental concentrations in the  iinished 
porous tungeten could be held below 100 parts per million. 
That project -her demonstrated that  added copper snd nickel 
The ObJectIves of this current pr0,jeSzt were to  refine procedures, create 
more uniform and more stable structures, and prepere emitter plate blanks of 
ewer& -he6 end in thickneees of at u t  i/S inch. 
2.0 Approach 
Extremely fine tungsten, copper, and nickel, 0.80, 5 and -5 micron particle size 
respectively, are intimately blended and then hydrostatically pressed. 
cut into overaize specimens which are sintered in a hydrogen atmosphere at tempers- 
tures between 2100 and 2300% for periods Of 1 to 50 hours, which produces closely 
sized spherical tungsten structures. 
The compact is 
The resulting sintered structures are acid leached with HCl, then Hmo3, & re- 
move most of the Cu-Ni phase. 
they must be briefly electro-etched in order to r e w e  the worked tungsten structure 
which otherwise will later close at high process or operational temperatures. 
If special specimens are machined before aeld leaching, 
Vacuum furnace bleaching removes the residual copper and nickel phases to 
levels generally below 30 parts per million. 
The resulting purified structure is reinfiltrated with copper in order to be- 
come machinable, where precbe components can be prepared. After another anodic 
etch to remove the thin worked tungsten surface, the copper Is removed by vacuum 
bleaching - providing a porous emitter component. 
a refractory metal retort by electron beam weldiw or by rhodium brazing. 
This component can be Joined to 
2 -1 
.O Laboretory Procedures 
1 '  
NmE: 
the cour~e  of the proJect. Because the work YB% divided into t w o  principal  
ta,elce (ie) Rellminary Studies and Improvement Studies, crpecffic,details of 
sectioars of th is  report. 
The following section describes procedure8 which were generally used durSng I 
I 
S p C W  Stud i06  Conducted them taSkS are d i S C U S e e d  h tho- FeSPUCtlm 
1 I Various material and prepcrraticm proceduree were wadifled during the pro- Ject. The meJm vsriaticma ere listed on Table 3-1 bp 6pecimen "Gexrerati0sr"b 
3.1 xi- snd filling 
F i r s t  arrd second generations specimens were mixed by kneading 200 gram 
1 mixtures within polyethylene bags. The 3rd generation specimens were milled 
in a vibratory mi l l  with tungsten carbide slugs for the purpose of providing 
more uniform par t ic le  and pore distribution. In  otder t o  eliminate carbon 
pickup, a U  subsequent generations (4th thru 6th) specimens were vibratory 
milled, using sintered W-Cu-Hi slugs from previous grab sire studies. 
Initial vibratory milling u e d  trichloroethylene as a l iqu id  vehicle, but 
excessive vola t i l i za t ion  due to f r i c t iona l  mill heating caused milling to  
change unprediciably as t h e  mix became paety. 
' 8  
[ I  
il 
- 
il  
Xylene worked better as 8 milling l iqu id  due t o  its higher boiling point, 
Subsequently, bth, 5th but powder separation due to eplaehing W B ~  a problem. 
and 6th generation specimens were vibratory milled as 2j# mixes fo r  16 hours 
within polyethylene containers. Four 2# milled mixes w e r e  subsequently wet 
blendsd in larger polyethylene containers in order t o  produce uniformly 
blended dmzs for large slugs from a c h  the large emitter slabs were cute 
The 200 ga W-Cu-NI slugs were s e w  in auiall rubber balloons. 
placed in a a m d l  hand-pumped laboratory hydrostatic preeo v i t h  a 1-3/41' 
dismeter by 2-1/2" lnng chamber. 
pumping over a 3-4 miaute period. 
These were 
Rue- to  20,OOO p s i  vas done by hand 
Following pressing, the slugs vere strong enough to clamp aad cut with a 
high speed abrasive w h e e l .  
I h a 
Y 
t 
I 
7 
i 
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Pre-Sintering 
Low temperature pre-sinteriagwae found to be unneceooary In previous 
m k  
Itarcvrr, the large 6th generation specinren dabs had to be pre-ohtared 
in order to cause ohrinkage 80 that the plates could be subsequently sintered 
under closely controlled temperatures in a 2" I .D .  hydrogen tube furnace used 
for most of this work. The pre-ainteriry was done vithin a retort type fur- 
nace by heating a t  a rate of about Tooaplhnur to 2100% w h e r e  they were held 
for 1 hour. 
3.4 sintering 
P 1 1  other sintering vas &ne vithin A 2" 1.n. x 12" long molybdenum vim 
would tube furnace. 
-70%' dnt point hydrogen with the flow rate adJustea to  prevent Internal 
oxidation and nraintaia a pecrnarrently lov Qv point. 
Thio Aunace was Constantly flushed (24 hrs./dey) vi th  
Specimens were -ally placed upon or vithin high purity +B$ alurpina 
boats, plates or specimen holdere. 
3.5 Temperature Measurements 
A Leeds & lorthrup optical pyrometer w a s  used for a l l  temparature measure- 
R e a d i n g s  were made through the gaa flrupe curtain in the hydrogen tube 
Vacuum furnace remUq3s wre taken through 
mcnte. 
flumace whlch waa determined to be mre accurate than through a glarrs winctow 
vhich could be gradually clouded. 
a 1/4" &.as8 windrow. Temperature re&@ are reported as read, With no 
correctione . 
All temperature mesuremente were made by vieving into black 
environments; therefore, no corrections due to emissivity factors 
boay -e 
arc necessary. 
For exact interpretation, the following corrections can be nade to thoee 
non-corrected temperatures reported 88 ha- been measured through the 1/4" 
gla6e window in the vacuutn bleachin6 operatious, 2500 to 2558, 2600 to 2660, 
2/50-2&5,  3000*3070, ~ t o ~ ~ 3 6 O O t o 3 6 8 8 o p *  
3-2 
For composition and processing vWiation Studies, the apecineno were cut i n  
the s e e n  non-sintered s t a t e  where they exhibited a chalk like structure.  
wae also daae t o  sintered, acid lecrchedr Vacuum bleeched curd r e in f i l t r a t ed  epeci- 
mens. An eight inch dlanwter 3/32'' thick Silicon carblde wheel w a s  ueed t o  cut 
green slugs i n to  slabs, as we l l  aa to cut sbt,erad slug8 i n t o  s l lcee  of varying 
thicknesses. 
cut smaller specimen8 in to  about 1 gram fragment6 for  various s i n t e r i n g ,  leaching 
end bleaching trials and specimen evaluation. 
machinable mad ground. Sintered disc type specimens .157" diameter x .020" thick 
(specified final dimensionra) were made by cutting t h e m  oversite,  using exgectcd 
shrlnk'age factors.  
with the "&emel &to-Tool" u e i w  8 d i a l  indlcator fo r  t ravems maouement~j. 
Cutting 
A s n a l l  hand held Dreml Moto-Tool, with alundum wheole, was used t o  
Sintered epcimens were readily 
These were lathe turned from ointered specimen8 and Gliced 
Rough spocimen blanks which were cut in the green e ta te  required no other 
aurfsce treatment. Precision shaped ion emitter specimen's cut Biter sinter ing 
required etching a6 one of the f i n d  steps t o  prevent subsequsnt pore closure. 
Detailed descriptions of emitter polishin43 d etching~otudles  m e  described i n  
Section 4.3.4 c ~ r d  4.3.5 respectively. 
3.7 Acid Leuhing '( 
As discussed previously, one most important s tep in Astro Mat's approach is 
that of reaovin& the copper nickel phase from the  sintered ternary W-Cu-NI compact. 
The potential  residual. nickel content, if  high, could create iur ther  densification 
by activation sintering. 
Technical grade acids' and solutlons were used for  a l l  leaching studies. 
All specimens were acid leached i n  covered "Pyrex" beakers. 
mens were isolated and used for determining t o t s l  weiwht lossee. 
conducted on e lec t r ic  hot plates  with variable traneformer input  control. 
ture  was measured with eenaitive laboratory thermometers. 
measured on a "Metler" balance seriritive t o  0.1 m i l i g r e m .  
of acid leaching studiea are reported i n  Sections 4.3.6 and 5.2.2. 
Weighed speci- 
Hot leaching w a o  
Tempera- 
specimen weights were 
Detailed discuseions 
I 
It 
I 
i 
8 
8 
8 
I 
I 
I 
e 
Torr I&) In the heatiag &one. The! VBcuUmvaB meaeusedby abrJeLeod &ege. It va8 
possible to at- the bleaching temperature in about 20 minutes. 
6ta generation experimental specimens yere procese  maw 1 mi- (uA 
in this furnace by reducing the leak rate. 
Later, 5th and 
3.9 Chemical arfd Spectrographic Analyses 
Chemical BnaJysie for Cu and Ni contents &ter leaching the W-Cu-IOI epecimens 
W ~ S  a 8 mrviCe With Po C. & Compan~, C i n c m t i ,  Ohio. The 
results were to have a0 accuracy oi better them 0.01s. 
Spectrographic autlysis w a s  done on a service baais by LeDowr Company,. Tea- 
neck, Rem Jer~ey, and Haterials Testing Laboratory, Los Angeles, California. 
Sensitivitiee of IO to !jOO parts per mtllion vere determfnsble in these aaalyses, 
dependent upan the element. Duplicate specimen croee-check analyses were conducted 
which resulted in considerable variation frolp the earlier sudyses, as is desckibed 
ia Section 4.4.2.1. 
a,nalyaes eh0ul.d have-been requested. Such is  possible by extensive standardisation, 
more analysis time and resulting mater expense. 
, 
This indicated that more thorough quantitative spectrographic 
3.10 % S t t u O & r 8 P h i C  ai8 
Metnlgmphlc analysis vas done on a service basis on STMU sintered W-Cu-Ni 
specimen groups cemeated together and cast into 1-1/8' dia. metaUographic mounts. 
Porous beached and meached)tungsten samples were infiltrated with copper at 23W% 
for 10 minutes in the hydrogen tube AuPace before 
an an automatic polleher. M d  pollshing, or a 
mounting. Polishing vas done 
c&lnation of etching and 
3'4 
polishing with flne alumina suspendo& in erlksline potassium ferro ay8aAd.e 
was also used. An alhaline solution of potassium f e w  cyanide wae used 
3.11 p o r o s l t Y  aaacly sea 
Mercury Intrusion: 
. 3 - 5  
,I 
a 
I 
I 
1 
I 
~ 
vhere P . = openporosity 
w* - dryepecimenwelght 
us * saturated sgeciman weight 
Wa = supended saturated weight 
The specimens were boiled in dis t i l l ed  water for 1 hour and allowed to 
cool to rooax temperature in that water- The 6urplw water wae wiped of'S with a 
i]runa cloth. 
6u8p8pded in dis t i l l ed  water with 1 mil wire (subtracted ueight) gives Ua. 
W sample VSB then ue igh i ,  dvlng Ws; the w e i g h t  of sample wbsn 
T&e water absorption method is believed to be less accurate than the 
mercury intrusion technique, as R result of surface water variations on small 
speclaens, aad evaporation might w e s .  
Extreme care was wen to assure that proper transmission coefficient 
measuremepts vere made on representative specSmena. Reserve specimens w e r e  
made at the 68me time and of the ssme dimeaeions 86 the S.T.L. emitter test 
specimenn supplied to RhSA far evaluation. 
men mounting in order to prevent bypass nitrogen leakage, as vell  88 to prevent 
occlusion. Por [Peasurement, a special relay and timer unit w a s  designed which, 
when excited by electrical contacts through the mercury m~unorne te r ,  vould pre- 
cisely indicate the required tims for a specific PreSS\Ua drop. 
these appawrches are fbther diecuased belw. 
Special attention vs8 given to spec$- 
Details of 
One hportcmt d c t i l l  for proper transmission coefficient measurements va8 
that of providing for consistcnt spcimen mounting and sealing. 
men sealing gaskets w e r e  prepared fmn soft rubber using a special cutting Jig. 
The hole in the gasket was made 0.156" i n  diameter, which vas about 0.001" leas 
than the average specimen diameter. The thickness of the gasket w a s  about 
0.030", while the specimen thickness was 0.020". 
f i h u l t  to control, s& Buna-n rubber "0" rings were procured from Parker Seal 
Initislly, speci- 
I 
I 
~ 
Since gasket thickness was dit- 
CO. with the following dime-10~1~: 1.D. * 0154 L .oO5" 8nd width s 9032 L -003". 
3-6 
Compression exerted by the mountbG fixture Pressed the gasket or "0" r ing  
between t h e  sample periphery and t h e  conUment f~xture wall and base. This scraltd 
the  specimen so that only t h e  face area W a 8  exposed t o  the pressurized nitrogen 
g- 
The gas storage and flow apparatus consisted of a nitrogen tanlc, 8 valvet, 
a mercury manometer, a chamber of know WlUme, the specimen holder aad an elec- 
t r i c a l  control c i rcui t .  These are shown Gchematicelly in Figurea 3-1 and 3..2. 
For operation, the nitrogen pressure w a s  so adjusted that the  mercury in 
the manometer w a s  forced above the upper contact Kl- 
so t ha t  no more N entered the apparatus. 
the c i rcu i t .  
mercury leve l  in the manometer would lower from and break contact wi th  the upper 
contact 5, the relay R 
s t a r t i ng  the timer. 
wi th  K2, relay R2 was &-energized, breaking contact with its lower t e m i n d ,  
thereby interrupting the timer power. 
the  t i m e  necessary for the pressure t o  drop causing the mercury t o  drop from the 
The valve w a s  then closed 
Switch Swl was then closed t o  activate 2 
AB the chamber pressure dropped due t o  specimen permeation, the 
was &-energized, making contact; w i t h  i ts upper terminal - 1 
As tne pressure dropped further arid the mercury l o s t  contact 
This provides tzll accurate measurement of 
'(1 t o  the level. 5 and K2 consists of a fine double insulated thermocouple 
wire with the Insulation stripped back. 
established by terminating the two wire ends 25 m apart. 
couple was inserted in the  top of the glass mercury manometer tube a d  adjusted 
up and down t o  the proper hei&t re la t ive  t o  the zero line. 
5 was 150 mm above the mercury level when res t ing  at  atmspheric pressure. 
provides a 137.5 m mean height, which indicates half the man chamber pressure 
above atmospheric. 
Tlze distance between 5 md K w a s  2 
Tha.double wire thermo- 
The upper contact 
This 
3.12.2 Nitrogen Permeability Test  Procedure 
The transmission coefficient i s  calculated by measuring the time, st, 
required for the t e s t  chamber pressure t o  decay f r o m  300 rum t o  250 IIPP Eg and 
U S b g  the f ~ O W h g  f O r m U h e  (25).  
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8 
I 
I 
I 
8 
& v  - 
f 
pexpendiplar to gas flow 
' (a57 x 2.54) C.32 
4 
4 
, 245.7 x loo5 
D t  
The volume of the pressure chamber ws8 measured as follaws: 
%!be pressure chamber wa6 dried by evacuating it vith a mechnnical vacuum 
p w ,  then Veigaed. Ikrt, It ~ a 8  ewr~uated ~&II and ~ a 8  allowed to be filled 
with water by the external atmospheric pressure and veighed again- 
ference between the tvo weight6 corrected at 1 gram per C . C .  d v e s  the chamber 
voltme. 
In speciplen holder. 
The dif- 
Suitable corrections w e r e  made for vdlume in the menarmeter tube and 
The exact total  volume was found to be 75.0 c o c o  
 he diametews of the porous ion emitters averaged 0.1n". Ewever, the 
diameter. of each d t t e r  vas measured aad the treaemiosios c'oef'ficitnt vas 
corrected 86 follaws: 
C l c  
W h e l W  C L  
therefore! cl f 
d z  
c ?+J2 
corrected trsnsPclssion coe f f .  
diemeter of emitter in inches 
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3.13 X-ray Back Reflection 
A fev X - r a y  back ref'lcction patterns w e r e  taken of the m a l l  diemstar 
8.T.L. spec- using a G=E. X-rw dlffractlos unlt. Copper radiation vas 
used Bnd operated at 35 K.V. end 23 m.8. The exposure time wae ten minutes 
for m t  % d i d  !type W fi&. 
Tbeee patterns are expected to indicate nas-deotructively trend0 of grsin 
growth (dm to grain boundary difYtmion) with aging. 
i 
't 
i[ 
i 
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4 .O Prelininary Studies 4 
4.1 Materials 
4.1.1 Tungsten Powder 
A l l  tungsten powder used i n  this en t i r e  project was procured from Gen- 
eral Electr ic  os t h e i r  .88 Grade. 
size analyses is reproduced as Table 4-10 
A report Of t h e i r  chemlcal and par t ic le  
Lot t o  l o t  variatiuno were n i l .  
4.1.2 Copper Powder 
Two micron average par t ic le  s ize  chemically prepared copper'powder was 
i n i t i a l l y  supplied by Charles Hardy COO and used for 1st through 3rd genera- 
tion emitter structures. 
age w i t h  95% below 5 microns and the balance containing par t ic les  as large tis 
100 microns. The use of t h i s  powder without separation i n  1st generation emit- 
t e r  spxinens resulted i n  poor tungsten p a i n  dis t r ibut ion wNch produces large 
Cu-Ni lakes and concomitant pits i n  finished porous structures. 
generation specimens this powder was separated by water washing to remve the  
coarse levels. 
NASA) which required fur ther  imprwement. 
powder was obtained from Monsanto Corporation and sent t o  S h q l e s  Co., 
Philadelphia, Pa., for prr;rticle sizing on a Sharples K 8 classifPer.  
sulting par t ic le  size dis t r ibut ion is shown on Table 4-2 and Figure 4-1. 
one-third of the material w a s  classified as 1 F or  wlth a 5 micron man parti- 
cle size.  
considerably above that orlginn7.ly clsFmed by the supplier. 
pared using the classified copper powder vere categorized as 4th (or higher) 
generation structures (Table 3-1). 
The par t ic le  s ize  was stated &s being 2 micron aver- 
For 2nd and 3rd 
This elutr ia ted powder stiU produced etructures (submitted to 
Fifty pounds of similarly grepared 
The re- 
About 
The average par t ic le  size of the original non-classified material was 
The compacts pre- 
4.1.3 Nickel Pcwder 
The nickel powder was supplied as International Njckel's carbonyl grade 
W-377 which was -2 microns average par t ic le  size md'99.9$ pure. 
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l A M ?  METALS 
AND C O M P O N E N T S  
DEPARTMENT 
G E N E R A L  tLtLlHlG 
C O M P A N Y  4 T 
CLEVELAND WIRE P L A N T  I 2&0 TUNGS- ROAD, CLEVELAND, OH80 44117 . . . rSrr0 bb 216 ,'266-.2700 4 
September 1, 1964 
Astroyet Associates, Inc. 
500 dendale Milford Rd. (Woodlawn) 
Cincinnati 15, Ohio 
Attention: J. W. Graham 
Below are l i s t e d  t h e  analyses of the tungsten powder l o t  n0.u 0.88-4597 
This  material was shipped-on &Y31/64 
Qty.  .shipped: 20 l b s .  
SPECTRQGR?kPKIC ANALYSIS 
Element ppm I Element ppm 
A 1  <6 Mq 5 
Ca 24 Sn 7 
/ 7  
PPi rr ppm 
Oxygen 3200 11 Carbon 11 
I AVERAGE PARTICLE DIAMETER 
BY FISHER SUB-SIEVE SIZER - I I 
I ( A m  B-330-58T) II  * as 1 Lab I 
1 fl suppl ied I mil led  I 
I 
- , Order no. 1745 
SCOTT-SCHIEFFER-WfIITE VOLCMETER I 
~ 
WT. % PARTICLE SIZE 
DISTRISUTION BY P~IOTE~MEXER 
Micron Ranae Lab plJlled 
~ 
0 - 1  66.8 
1 - 2  15.3 
2 - 3  6.2 
3 - 4  7.5 
4 - 5  3 - 8  
5 - 6  
6 - 7  
7 - 8  
' 8 - 9  
9 - 10 
10 - 11 
11 - 12- 
12 - 13 
13 - 14 
14 - 15 
15 - 20 . 
20 - 25 - 
I 
F. Chapman 
I 
Powder & Rod Qua l i ty  Control  
I 
' 4  ! *  I I I i :I 
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4.2 compositions 
As a result of the  previous year’s f eas ib i l i t y  project, the composition 
Area 4 in the  W - C u - X i  ternary f ie ld  Figure 4-2 w a s  explored in grecr.t;er detail .  
This area had a range from 8 - 14% copper L? 2$ levels ,  a d  0.8 t o  2.O$ N i  i n  
0.2$ levels, the balance bein& tuntssten. T i s  provided 28 initial composition 
variations.  
Later large XX) gin slugs of compositions 8-1, 10-1, 12-1 atxi 12-0.5 
copper-nickel respectively (balance tuncsten) were prepared and used for  most; 
of the scale-up studies. 
W-&u-lI?i irnd W-10Cu-lNi compositions. 
Firial emitter specimens were prepared from the 
Since previous work had shown tha t  g a i n  s ize  control w a s  most dependent 
upon composition and processing temperature, the first and second generation 
studies pursued the  refinements of these variables without milling. 
It Was obsemed that thou& grain s ize  was uniform, the pore diamoter range 
was greater than desired due t o  non-uniform structures.  
as described i n  Section 3.1  in 3rd and hi&cr generation mixes i n  order to 
achieve improved grain and pore s ize  uniformity by eliminating copper m o r n -  
erates. 
Milling was conducted 
4 .3 .2  Pressing 
The powders which were dry blended without additives (1st and 2nd genera- 
t ion)  or  vibratory milled (3rd and higher generations) were hydrostatically 
pressed at  20,000 psi within rubber balloons. 
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4.3.3 Sinterinq 
Composition and sintering variables were studied on small 1st generation 
specimens cut f r o m  200 gram hydrostatically preosed slugs. 
The s d  pressed (green) slugs were cut  in to  0.0kO inch discs,  which were 
2 then cut into 1/2 cm pieces f o r  sintering and grain growth studies. 
sintering, the specimens were scribed fo r  identifiC8tiOn and placed i n  a book 
type 99.5$ pure alumina holder where each specimen was separated from adjacent 
specimens. 
were processed by sintering the twenty-eight composition variations at  2050, 
2100, 2150 and 2250°F f o r  periods Of 1, 5, 25 and 50 houra, as i s  described in  
Section 3.4. The grain s ize  analyses of these variables i s  diecussed i n  the 
Evaluation Section 4.4.3.1 and are plotted ae Figures 4-4 and 4-4a. 
Prior t o  
Four hundred and forty-eight composition and s inter ing variatione 
NASA evaluation specimens were also mad.e during the  second quarter from 
2nd generatloa elugs of t h e  8-1, 10-1, l.2-1 and l2-0.5 copper-nickel balance 
tungsten)compositions. 
prepared and sintered at 2150°F for 5 hours t o  produce grain si tes of about 5 
microns. 
at 2500OF. 
These and a 3rd generation (ba l l  milled) 12-1 s 1 ~  vere 
These were also used fo r  aging studies i n  a hydrogen atmoephere furnace 
A flow chart describing the applied process steps ie shown aa Figure 4-3. 
The main distinctions between these process steps by generation has been shown 
previously as Table 3-1. 
4.3.4 Specimen Surface Finishing - Mechanical 
During t h i s  secund project quarter, extensive e f for t s  were given t o  surface 
finishing pr ior  to the development of etching technique8 since surface pore 
closure vas believed responsible for low permeabi1itIes.in NASA test  specimens. 
In i t i a l ly ,  f lat  0.157" diameter h d  generation S.T.L. specimens were 
polished i n  a quartz crys ta l  lapping machine which simultaneously lapped the 
top and bottom surfaces. 
of tungsten-copper and nickel i n  these 2nd generation specimens resulted i n  the 
wear of the softer phase, thereby producing surface p i t s .  A8 it w a s  Later 
determined, such precise lapping wae, found to'be unnecessary since anodic etch- 
ing w a s  found t o  more easily r e m e  the worked tungsten structure from ground 
surfaces. 
It w a s  determined that the aon-uniform dis t r ibut ion 
4;. 
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r A i l l l i n g  - D r y  Ball  Mixed 4 hrs. 1 1 -  Milling - Vibratory - Trichlor .  i 
7 Series 5 - 7 6 ~  2nC G e n e r d t l o n  88Piei3 5-7- M at eri tils ! 
Tungsten - Genera l  E l e c t r i c  C o .  T y p e  ,cC8 micron grade 
Ni eke1 
Coy P e r  
- I n t e r n a t i o n a l  Nicke l  Carbonyl  MNP 377 -2 r c l c rons  - Sher r l  t Gorcion u1: traf i n e  (Chsrl es  Hardy VY-lC39-s)O 
~~ 
1 A n o d i c a l l y  Ztched (Sp2C.a~ knotje) 1 Noma1 MaOH e o l . , t h e n  CHxOH rSnse 1 
1 
H, Seduotlon - to reduce oxldes - 16c)OOF - 1/2 hr. 
I -- 
u -  - _-- I Vacuum Bleached - 340O0F - 4 hrs. 10-5 - 10'' Torr 
T - e -  - -. 1 
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For s i x ~ h  generation specimens these d i s c s  were cut o r f  of lath turned 
W-Cu-Ni sintered rods, with the kernel Mot0 T O O 1  and dumdum abrasive discs.  
A s a l  col le t  wa6 made during the last project phases t o  precisely hold the  
6mall  cut off disc  specimens f o r  finish Winding the surfaces t o  close toler- 
a n c e ~ .  
discussed in the next Section 
These ground surfaces were then etched pr ior  t o  acid leaching aa is 
which i s  Section 4.3.5. 
Larger diameter domed (Hughes) specimens for  NASA evaluation were la the  
turned by an external machine shop using a precision lathe and ground too l  
steel. 
t ion produced serious surface smearing. 
veloped for  these s p x i m e n s  at Astro Met. 
chuck which was rotated at  about 3200 RPM. 
creaeing par t ic le  s ize  w~ al ternately applied between cleansing w i t h  meth:mol 
and polishing. P X s h i n g  felts were used. However, the worked t imgsten sl loy 
surfaces could not be completely removed by these procedures. 
analyses of such surfaces showed extensive amearing. High temperature blench- 
ing studies caused these worked surfaces t o  Close up very rapidly, decreasing 
permeability. 
4.3.5 below. 
Microscopic examination of machined discs  disclosed that t h i s  opera- 
Polishing procedures were then de- 
The domes were clamped in a three Jaw 
Diamond polishing compound of de- 
Metallographic 
Then anodic etching vas developed as is  discuosed in Section 
The use of t h e  three jaw chuck w a s  later found to have been the cause of 
specimen cracl.ing at clamping p i n t s ,  which would cow about i n  acid leaching 
or  in vacuum bleaching. 
Though original surface finish concepts considered tha t  ion emitter 
surface emittance could be extensively influenced by varioua machining, grind- 
ing, o r  polishing techniques, such ef fec ts  we now believed t o  be re lat ively 
minor provided etching is Used. 
4.3.5 Specimen Etching 
As mentioned above, grinding and machining produced seriously worked 
Metallographic analyses indicated that the  outer 10 micron tungsten surfaces.. 
layer would close at  bleaching temperatures. Since anodic etching was known t o  
improve the surface polish of tungsten emitters, a thorough study w a s  made i u  
order t o  determine 10 all of the worked surface could be removed. 
!i -9 
The tungsten-copper-nickel sintered specimsns were readily etched by a 
n0ma.l N ~ E  solution, wb~rs the specimen is ~ O U C  (connectad t o  the f s i b  or 
a D.C. volt- supply). V o l t e g S S  from 2 t o  20 volt8 can be used, dependin& on 
speclmea size ssd anode-to cathode distance. 
areas can be etched with 20 volts f o r  a period of 15 eeconde when the speclmen 
l e  set on a tungsten 8c-n and a tungsten or  platinum cathode-to epacimsn 
Ons-elghth square inch speciman 
aaode diStsncc i 8  about One-qUarter O f  iach. I f  th4 S p C h W l  is hOr%mkd. 
with the cathoda di rec t ly  above, etching will be pp06tl.y confiaad to  the upper 
surface Vith mane coinor peripheral etching on the uadhr 8lde. TbS8 localized 
8tc- is due to  gases c d e c t i n g  on the under side, ae W e U  88 due t o  an 
increased e lec t r i ca l  path. 
b e  Inch diameter specippsns of leached end bleached (porous) tungsten which 
were horizontally supported on tun&oten Bcreen have been uniformily etched on 
the upper s u r f u e  usbg a tkngsten screen an048 somewhat larger than the disc 
(specinren)aad qaced at about -1/2 inch with a 2 vol t s  D.C. voltage for a period 
0;c 25 minutes. 
This orientation ef'fect reqpires that the specimen should be turned Over 
after 0128 face I s  etched and etched again on the wposite (now upper) surface. 
Another technique worked out t o  etch both sides of relatively t h h  speci- 
mens simultaneously I s  that of orientlrrg the specimen so that the  larger flat 
Burfaces are both in a ver t ica l  plsne. 
tungsten wire, etchiag on both surfaces va8 done at opc) time. 
two speciman orientation procedures is sham below: 
By using a double cathode fonned of 
A sketch of the 
4-10 
Alkaline etchiqg of the smeared t&sten phsse appears ly .1 be suff ic ient  
when the  W-Cu-11 specimen attains a U n i f O m  COpger  color overrthe en t i r e  surface. 
Following etching, the specimens vere rinsed w i t h  dist i l led water, vi th  alcohol, 
or placed d i rec t ly  in the leaching acids. 
vere determined. 
NO significant r insing advantages 
Metallographic studies of machined, ground or  polished, then etched surf8ce8, 
at about lOOOX magnification (v i th  an 00 imaxxsion objective lens), veri0 that 
the en t i r e  outer surface of smeared tungsten can be readi ly  removed, exposing 
the Cu-Ni phase which normally fills the tungsten grain in te rs t ices .  
nickel phase that becomes apparent by alkaline etching slso exhibits the surface 
worked condition t o  some extent. 
in concentrated n i t r i c  acid at l3OoF, or i n  concentrated HCl at r o o m  temperature. 
The copper- 
Th i s  is remrwed almost instant ly  when placed 
4.3.6 Nitr ic  Acid Leaching & H, Reduction 
L. 
4.3.6.1 Composition Studies 
The twenty-eight 1st generation compositions sintered at  2050, 2130:215C h 2250- 
fo r  1, 5 ,  25 and 50 hours as deacribed ea r l i e r  were all acid leached i n  concen- 
trated FINO 
distilled water and were then vacuum dried ( t o  prevent in te raa l  freezing of 
d 130% f o r  24 hours. The acid leached specimens w e r e  rinsed v i t h  3 
.060" th ick  specimens which were often otherwise shattered by in t e rna l  i c e  
formation). 
The specimens were g e n e r a y  oxidized and were very b r i t t l e  and fragile. After 
acid leaching, rinsing and drying, they were heated at 1&0% f o r  1/2 hour in a 
dry hydrogen atmosphere - i n  order t o  chemically reduce the  trace of oxide form- 
ed by t h e  leaching process. 
Specimen weight losses from acid leaching were accurately determined. 
Later leaching studies evaluated the significance of oxide formation by 
"0 ,leaching on speciwn grarth and cracking. A discussion of t h i s  study 
is given i n  Section 5.2.2.1. 
3 
4.3.6.2 Large SluG Acid Leachins 
' Previous work has shown tha t  when section thicknesses exceed about 60-70 
mi ls  on 1/2" or so diameter specimens, acid leaching cauaee serious cracking. 
Believing that the problem w a q  re lated to  in te rna l  stress conditions, it w a s  
4-13. 
further considered t h a t  stress relieving subsequent to sintering would minilnirwr 
t h i s  problem. A W-Lxu-O.5Ni dug sintered at aw?' for 5 hour8 w a a  cooled in 
GOOF increments i ~ m  U#F, at each l eve l  for 1 bur, u n t i l  -Qp VU 
reached, W h  the S p C m  W B B  W i t b d r R W l  f r o S n  the fUrna,ce. This procedure PrO- 
duces a =eater resistance to leach cracking, though It still occurred ln w c l -  
or about this si-. 
In eddition t o  basic stress relieving to  l8ooop, the tungsten-nfckel phase 
diagram indicates a pha,se transionnation at 17789, tho- only a earnll volums 
change is expected since t M  d 8nd phases are neSr3.y the same crystnlfa-  
graphic d i m S n S I O n S .  b add i t i a ,  the to t& aWWt Of 8UCh t r 8 n 8 f ' O r m b t i O I I  
should be re lat ively law since the included nickel content in these composi- 
tions is so low. 
on leach cracking. 
machined t o  about 0.5 inch dismeter. 
~ ~ ~ l h g ,  as described above, from 2l40% t o  18ooOp, aid then M h e r  cooled 
t o  about 1600% at a rate of # F / h o u r .  This procedure considerably reduced 
the cracking tendency when acid leached. 
plished, this slug was reheated t o  l@O% to  exfiltrate and rgdiatribute the 
Cu-Ni phase t o  allow further acid leaching, as well  as to hydroden reduce any 
chemically fonned oxides. The specimen w a s  cooled quickly from this tempera- 
ture.  When resaturated with concentrated BNO the slu4 inanediately exgloded. 
A study was made of t he  possible influence of such stress 
A W - 1 o c u - l l V i  slug sinteied a t  2l#F f o r  5 hours was 
This elug w a s  t h e .  annealled by slowly 
After partial leschlng had been accom- 
3 
Later leaching strrdics showed that leaA- was done with less cracking 
when the leacbed sFcimens are in the as sintered condltion ( l e )  not  machined 
or ground after sintering. 10-1 composition discs about OM inch in diameter 
were cut in four thickness levels prior to  sintering. The ae sintered 
(2lS% - 5 hours) thicknesses were 0.56, 0.67, 0.83 and . l l O  inch. 
2x>o°F - 5 hour disc was .ll2 inch thick. 
cracks aiter 24 hours at 130% in concentrated nitric acid. 
increased, cracking increased. However, cracking appeared to  be dependent upoh 
an edge s t rees  phenomenon, which resulted in an uncracked area of about .75 
inch diameter in the .UO inch thick disc. This suggested two approaches 
which were studied in order t o  attempt t o  minimize this effect. One approach 
was that of rounding o f f  the disc edges t o  reduce the edge stress effect;  the 
second approach vas that  of coating the cylindrical  periphery with an acid 
The single 
The thinnest specimen was free of 
As thickness 
& addition t o  basic stress relieviag t o  leooop, the tungsten-nickel phaee 
diagram indicates a phase transformation at ln89, though only a anrnll volums 
change is expected since thd Oca& 
graphic dimansions. 
should be re la t ive ly  low since the included nickel content in these coznposi- 
t ions  is so lav. 
on leach cracking. 
machined t o  about 0.5 inch diameter. 
cooUng, aa described sbove, from 2lb% t o  I-%, aid then Mher cooled 
t o  about 1600% at  a rate of %%/hour. This procedure considerably reduced 
the cracking tendency when acid leached. After partial leaching had been accom- 
plished, t h i s  slug was reheated t o  IC%)%' t o  exfiltrate and redistribute the 
C u - H i  phase t o  ellw further acid leaching, as w e l l  as t o  hydrogen reduce any 
chemically formed oxides. The ~pecinrea w a s  cooled quickly from this tempera- 
phases are nearly the same crystallo- IB frr addition, t he  t o t a l  amount of such tranrrformation 
A study w a s  macle of the possible influence of such s t r e s s  
A W-lOh-l8I elug sintered at  Us% f o r  5 hours was 
This elug was t h o .  annealled by slowly 
ture. Idhen resaturated with concentrated HNO the slug imraediately exgloded. I 3 
Later leaching strrdics shoved that l e u -  w a 6  done with l e s a  cracking 
W ~ A  the leached spximens are in the as sintered condition ( i e )  not machined 
or  ground after sintering. 10-1 composition discs about  one inch in diarmter 
were cut in four thickness levels pr ior  to sintering. The a8 sintered 
(2150%' - 5 hours) thicknesses were 0.56, 0.67, 0.83 and .llO inch. 
2200% - 5 hour disc w a s  .XI2 inch thick. The thinnest specimen w a s  free of 
cracks af'ter 2k hours at 130%' in concentrated nitric wid. 
increased, C r a c k i n g  increased. However ,  cracking appeared to  be dependent ugon 
an eQe stress phenomenon, which resulted in sn uncracked area of about .75 
inch diameter in the .llO inch thick disc. This suggested two approaches 
The single 
As thickness 
I 
I 
I 
which were studied in order to attempt t o  minimize this effect. One approach 
w a s  that of rounding o f f  the disc edges t o  reduce the edge stress effect;  the 
second approach was that of coating the cylindrical periphery w i t h  an acid 
flat  faces and eliminate the t h i rd  dimensional leaching from the periphery, which 4 
i n  t u r n  wao expected t o  eliminate the edge stress effect. I 1 
The results of scale-up acid leaching studies def ini te ly  indicuted tha t  
cracking was an edge effect  and became proportionally less   eve re BB specimen 
area w a s  increased. 
b i The specilnens in  several thicknesses were edge coated with several mate~ialefl 
such as epoxy plastic,  two glass enamel coatings, electroplated chromium and 
gold. a t  130°F for  periods up t o  48 hours 
w i t h  the  following results. 
These were then leached w i t h  EINO 3 
The glass coatings were U g h l y  successhrl in eliminating edge cracking. 
Though grit blasting readily removed the glass coating, after leaching, such 
procedures should be done only with a non-contaminating system. 
The epoxy coating was attacked by the  HNO i n  a few minutes. Other or- 3 
ganic coating systems were expected t o  be simihirly limited. 
The chromium plated specimens appeared to  be only par t ia l ly  protective 
due t o  the f a c t  t ha t  the coating was thin.  
also highly cracked. 
Chromium plating generally i a  
Gold plating was tr ied because of its resistance t o  €IN0 its plating 3' 
i 
capability and characterist ics,  as well 86 its high vapor pr&ssure at bleaching 
temperatures. 
mental quantities no higher than chromium plating. 
when burnished between two plating cycles - t o  smear Over minute pits. 
so processed, thick (.140-200") W-Cu-NI specimens were readily acid leached 
It offered considerable potential  - at a cost for such e x p r i -  
Cold plating vas e f fec t ive -  
When 
with no edge fracture.  
since even w i t h  no edge protection, only the specimen edges are damaged and 
t h i s  effect  was molified by using over-size specimens, as described i n  Sec. 5.2 
No serious problem exi&ts  f o r  leaching scale-up specJ 
4.3.7 Vacuum Evaporation (Bleachin&) 
The specific objective of bleaching w a s  t o  furt'ner remove copper and nickel t o  
below 50 parts per million. It  is currently believed tha t  t h i s  level is 
4-1 3 
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too high and that spectrographically pure emitters would be opthum A second 
purpose WSB t o  increase strength while producing open porosity level6 of about 
20$. 
3O0O0, 3400' and 3600% fo r  1, 4 and 10 b u r 6  in Astro Met's vacuum furnace 
(described in Section 3.8) t o  select best bleaching texnper4w.m and time. 
ECticiency of bleaching.variations w a s  Judged by (1) weight loss, Section 4.4.1, 
tion 4.4.3 and (4) pore spectrum analyses, Section 4.4.4. 
The second and third generation acid leached 8pecimcnr were bleached at 
(2) 8 ~ & 0 ~ ~ M C  w - 8 ,  W c t i a  4.4.2J (3) m6tdh@amc w m b ,  
The result8 of these tests tue discussed in  the above iadicated sections. 
In addition, some unsuccessful trials were madh t o  determine if the cogper 
nickel phase could be removed only by the vacuum bleaching proceee - by elimi- 
nating the acid leaching step. 
manner are discussed in Section 4.4.3.3. 
The evaluation of st ructures  prepared in t h i s  
4.4 hraluation 
As described in Section 2.0, evalustlon of various process variations was 
done by.r+Lative weight 3.08~~ chemical, epctrographic,  metallographic, pore 
6peCt-J nitro- perpleabllity and X - r a y  back ref lect ion saalyaes. The re- 
sults of these tests are described in the falloving sections. 
4.4.1 Relative Weisht Loss 
The 28 composition l e t  generation series previously described as being 
sintered at 3 temperatures and far 4 time periods, and being acid leached, 
were vacuum bleached at 3400% for  4 hours. 
these specimens, resulting from n i t r i c  acid leaching, hydrogen reducticm and me- 
The tom weight loss of each of 
UW blew- - in Table 4-3. T b l ~  datr, S ~ U W  that =St Of the COmpOSi- 
t iona lose n e a r u  
I n  the latter caseJ some tungsten has obviously also been remoyed, presumably 
86 a contained solute In  the Cu-Ni phase during acid leaching. Another obser- 
vation is that the weight loss docreases as or ig ina l  s inter ing temperature and 
time increases. 
to be i n c k l e t e ,  w i t h  as much as 10% of t h a t  available Cu-Ni weight s t i l l  
remaining with the tungsten specimen. These lov weight losses correlate  d i r ec t ly  
with those produced initially by acid leaching of the 22W% - 40 hour sintered 
specimens. 
apparently produce the greatest acid resistance. 
and orten dightly more w the avsilrrblff C u - H i  conteat. 
 hen sintered at 225oop fo r  50 MUS, the h - m i  ~IPOYIIJ. appears 
The higher sintering temperature and longer sintering periods 
I 
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H 
8 
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The epectrographic analyses o f  2nd Generation aoid leached and Abar vacuum 
bleached spucinmns were coaductedby khux and Company, Teaneck, IVev JerMy, 
and were reported as their laboratory number 83l572. Table 4-4 lists the uprly- 
ses on the 5-76 serice specimeao. 
The mcudplum contamination level of 43 element8 i e  &mn. Tiae Table iadi- 
cates that no detectable irngurlt iee existed i n  MY specimen swept nickel, iraa, 
aluminum and si l icon.  For W e w i n g  simplicity, therefore, tho f i r a t  column 
InUcater the lowest detectable level  for those non-detectsd dlpmrmtr. 
The nickel, i ron and s i l icon  levels are reportgd not to exceed 10 p p  in 
The aluminum level i n  the l.2-1 specimen indicate8 20 ppm, but  a l l  specimens. 
10 ppm or  less for all other specimens. 
This ~ u m i n u m  l eve l  could have been due t o  two possible souxcei (1) all 
specimw vera sintered in al- boats and (2) the spectrographic samples vera 
cut from sintered discs with an alundum cut-of'f w h e e l .  
Tha O v l e r a  PUritY 1-1 O f  nickel Bnd irOn Wm IS68 thM th4  iatiu 
leve l s  in  the start -  povders; the aluminum and s i l l c o ~ l  ewlr  wore at about 
the same magnitude M o r i g h a l l y  existed In the s t a r t i ng  materid. 
&et importantly. these analyses proved that the good VELCUW bleaching 
procedures do remove extensive levels of added copper and nickel which are 
required in this l iqu id  phase slnterinG procees. 
4.4.2.1 Spectrographic Cross-Check h d y s i s  
!lhree stgatate  syeatrographic anrrlyses were oonducted or). each of two 1erCrb.d 
These cross-check sa-- 
and blewbrl  poroucr tungsten epecimsna. !&e rerults are given in  Table 4-5 
as reported by LeDowc and Material8 Testing Laboratory. 
BBS ehow severs]. inconsistencies which indicate the probable accuracy of such 
analyses made within one laboratory and between two laboratories on ident ica l  
epeciaens. Tho important inconsirtcncies should be noted. M.T. Labs reported 
that the 12-1 specimen contained no detectable Ni while one LeDow analysis 
indhated a hi& of 150 pgm vs 70 p p  for their first a n a l p i s .  The MOT. Labs 
reported 400 ppn si l icon while tho LeDouc reported none detectable at a 10 ppm 
L-16 
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s e r i e s  5-76B - 2nd Oenerb t ion  Tungsten mi t t e r  C o n t r o l  SpPcimene 
LeDoux Analyses  
Compoai t i o n  ( C u - N i  
72 f i n e  26, 1964. A a t m  Met P.O. No. 16M & 
36 July 17, 1964 for 12-1 
8-1 10-1 1L!5 812-a.5 1-i. ‘ .  
5=64 5-65 5-6b 5 4 4  5-758 
9-37 9-35 9-36 5-110 9-33  
Code \ 
Tell u r i  urn 
Thsllium 
~i tdnium 
Vanaaiucn . 
Zi Iio 
Zir co n i  urn 
L i  thlum 
M bg n e s i urn 
Meilganes e 
Mo 1 y bb ciiuii 
Sodium 
C o 1 urn b i u rn 
Nicke l  
0 m i  urn 
Lead 
Pbl1 adi urn 
P l a t i n u m  
Rilo d i  urn 
Ruth en1 urn 
Antimony 
~ i l i c o n  
T i  n 
S t r o n t i w a  
Tantalum 
S i l v e r  
Alurnl n urn 
Are e n l c  
O l d  
Boron 
Berrium 
Bery 11 ium 
B i  amu t h 
Calcium 
Cadmium 
C o b a l t  
Chromium 
Copper 
I r o n  
G a l  1 i u m  
Germmlum 
Harnium 
Indium 
I r ic i ium 
ND 1000 
ND 
ND 
ND 
ND 
ND 
ND 
ND 
ND 
ND 
ND 
ND 
ND 
N D 
N D 
ND 
ND 
ND 
ND 
ND 
ND 
ND 
ND 
N D  
ND 
N D  
ND 
N D  
ND 
ND 
N D  
ND 
ND 
M D 
ND 
ND 
ND 
ND 
ND 
100 
10 
1 0 
10 
10 
10 
10 
500 
50 
500 
30 
i o  
50 
50 
500 
500 
10 
10 
‘j00 
10 
500 
500 
50 
10 
10 
10 
50 
50 0 
10 
10 
10 
10 
50 
500 
10 
500 
on d l  
30 o 
500 
10 10 10 ~ ~ ( 1 0  
10 
10 
1 
10 N D ( l 0  1:D 10 10 
10 20 ND 30 ND 10 
10 10 10 
I: 
1 
10 50 
NOTE: *As d e  t e rwlnea  four cornpoei t i o n s  u n l e a s  o therwioc 
i n d i o . l t e a  - N o t  D e t e c t a b l e  - l e s e  t h & n  In ppm ( v f i l u e s  
i n  p r r t s  per m i l l i o n )  
-TABLE $5 SPECTROGRAPHIC AIJALYSES ( P w t a  per Mil l ion)  
TI:?3GSTEN Q3ITTRR CON"R0L SY ).I(Ib!!ENS 
Zinc t 
1 
I 
. .  - ' 50°" t 3oc:* 1 L _-___L...._- .___--_.-- I r idium 
NOTE: (a) Ledoux (E Co., Tetmeck, 8 .  J. ; Ma 
12-1 Series  5-75B 3rd Oen. -- 
Prior to A g i n g  
5Q* I: 
10* 1 100 
lo* ; 1@* ----- -- ---I. -- 
10* ' 10* . ! -  
' 20 
I 
1 -  
* Not d e t e c t , b l e  l e s s  t han  t h e  indio:,%i clricunts - Not mcrlyzed J4-\8 
-level. These and the other minor inC0nSi8tt~nCie8 are probably the result of 
, teohnique and axe similar t o  spectrographic d Y S e 8  lncons l s t enc le~  reported 
from like t e s t e  conducted on Contract HAS 3-2513 
by other Ion emitter development contraators 
and also as ham been obserrsd 
These laboratories have indica- a b i l i t y  t o  determine contadnation 
lmls i n  the 1-10 par t s  per million range by using etandardised control epecl- 
mens. 
I s  recommended t h a t  such standardized control checks should be established by 
the cognizant sponsor i n  order that re l iab le  and meaningful data will be con- 
s i s t en t ly  obtained. 
Such analyses are more involved and as 8 result are -re expaneive. It 
4.4.3 Metsllographic Analysis 
4.4.3.1 Grain Size Analysis - 1st Generation Bpecimeno 
Figures 4-4 and 4-k show the plo ts  of grain e l m  relationships resu l t ing  
from the evaluation of twentpeight  compositions of the W-Cu-IVi 1st generation 
ternary system. These compositions range from -8 t o  2.M nickel in .2$ incre- 
ments, and from 8 t o  14s copper In 2.0$ increments. The foUowing are several  
obsematlons of graln growth relationships.  
I 
A t  20!jo°F, sintering f o r  1 hour produces l i t t le  tungsten grain growth 
from the or ig ina l  par t ic les  averaging -88 microns. Pract ical ly  every specimen 
contains large macro pore areas larger than 30 microns due t o  lack of tungsten 
rearrangement which occurs at s l igh t ly  higher temperatures. 
Uhen sintered fo r  5 hours at X)!jO%, the high-nickel low-copper area re- 
sults in increased tungsten grain growth where a greater randomness of tungsten 
graln size occurs. 
grain size makes it d i f f i cu l t  t o  estimate average @n size.  Further, there 
appears t o  be inconsistent grain growth trends which would reduce the predic- 
t a b i l i t y  of sintering to soam finite grain growth level of about 4 t o  5 microns. 
This level has been shown, by pretvlous pore spectrum 6tucUe8, t o  produce the best 
average pore size near the one micron level. 
2050°F I s  probably too low fo r  sintering this ternary area in ordsr t o  obtain 
good emitter structures. 
I 
A t  longer perloda at 2050°F' th la  randomness in tungsten 
It can therefore be concluded that 
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The sintering program had i n i t i a l l y  exposed the 28 specimen groups to 
. temperature6 Of 2050, 2150 and 2250°F. The above analyses and tho- of t i e  
higher sintering temperature suggested that another, but more limited, compo- 
s i t i o n  ser ies  should be sintered at the intermediate temperature of 2l0O0F for 
the four time periods. The resu l t s  of this intermediate sintering temperature 
are plotted in Figure 44s'and Indicate t i t  good grain size control existed at 
2100% between 1 and 50 nour sintering t ime periods. 
to 20 microns were devebped during this time range, at 2100%. 
* 
Grain diameters from 5 
. '  
Sintering s tudies  at 2l5O0F w i l l  be discussed later since they are conclu- 
sively m a r e  impxtant.  
Sinter- t he  W-Cu-Ni ternary area at  225OoF for periods of 1 and 5 hours - 
produce6 tungsten grain s izes  i n  the desirable emitter level. 2-10 microns. 
mer a good j?art of the composition area. 
the e n t i r e  lpigure 4-4, grain growth in the lover copper levels is more responsive 
to nickel content. As nicke l  ratios increase, grain &wth rates increase aLmost 
parabolically. 
25 and 50 hours, where i t  appears on first observation that desirable grdn siee 
levels might result i n  high copper areas when sintered a t  2250% f o r  25 hours. 
, 
As i s  very evident when evaluating 
This is particularly apparent when the system is sintered for 
However, extensive loicrostructural analyses of' the complete ternary area 
indicate that t.hose compositions yepared with 12 and 145 copper have large 
Cu-Ni lake areas proportional t o  the quantity of the Cu-Ni phase. 
are devoid of tungsten grains. 
determined t o  be due t o  the preseme of large copper par t ic les  5nd agQoclerates 
which were later mbiraized by copper c lassi f icat ion and U i n g  procedures - as 
is discussed In  Section 4.2 and Section 4.3.1. 
o p t i m u m  pore count levels  desirable for ion emitters. 
area structu-es exhibit  a Good distribation of sphcricd. tiu?gntcn Grains, and 
when graiu diamters averwe 4-6 microns, the pore c o a t  levels are cxpctcd  to 
rneet Lon emitter objectives. Reiterating, tiic microst;ructu;.;ri tuidyscs of the 
ternary g o u p  sintered at 225O"I' for 1 hou snow that pooeibie u s c f d .  e n i t t e r  
structures 
of the ternary area. When sintered at 5 hours, the aseful Grain size area a?- 
pears to be eiiminated by large grain size or large Luni;sten devoid l&cs pro- 
duced i n  fii@ Cu-iii w e i & t  levels. 
These areas 
These lar&e tun&sl;en depleted areas vere later 
Such structures would not exhibit 
The 8 and lO$ copper 
(which exhibit grain sizes below 5 microns) occur over a great part  
The best grain size control appears t o  Occur at  215OoF temperature levels ,  . 
when sintered for  1 and 5 hours. 
produce a p a i n  size range from 2 t o  9 micrOnS, the latter occurring at the 
8Cu-2Ni corner. 
cant tungsten free Cu-Ni areas. 
the 8 and 1 6  copper compositions tq grain size l eve ls  above 6 microns. 
One hour s inter ing periods at this temperature 
Again the high Cu contents ( i e )  12 and 148, produce signifi- 
The 5 hour sinter ing period converts most of 
In su&ary, and based only on grain s ize  analyses of 2nd generation speci- 
mens, the most desirable structures were produced a t  8 and lo$ copper levels ,  
.from 0.8 t o  2$ nickel levels ,  the balance being tungsten. 
be sintered no higher than V P 0 F  and abme 20!X°F t o  produce s t ructures  having 
pore diameters near 1 micron. For t h i s  pore s ize ,  s inter ing periods i n  t h i s  
temperature range should not exceed 5 hours. 
These. structures should 
1 
I 
I 
1 
1 
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4.4.3.2 Grain Size Analyses of Leached and Bleached Emi t t e r s  1 
As described i n  Section 3.10, leached and bleached specimens were copper 
infiltrated f o r  metallographic analyses. The 2nd generation emitter structures 
contained significant levels  of large 5-50'microns diameter pores. (Such pores 
were rsndomly spaced and were believed t o  be interconnected only by saaU p r e s  
averaging the mean pore diameter. 
alwws indicate that such isolated large pores w i l l  appear as a volume of pores 
in a size e q w l  to  t h e  largest diameter of the constricting openings t o  t h e  
surface. ) 
Mercury intnrsion pore spectrum aaalyses will 
It is be l i eved  that such large pores are detrimental t o  ion emission. 
The third generation milled 1%-1 emitter structures were completely free fron 
such void areas. 
ter specimen processed for metallographic observation. One surface still  retain-  
ed the or iginal  2-3 micron g a i n  size,  though the  balance of the  specimen had a 
grain growth t o  about 5 microns. 
An unusual observatiofi w a s  msde on a single 20 m i l  thick enit- 
A related specimen had shrunk 8.546 during bleaching, and the  resul t ing 
open porosity was 16.4$; the  mean pore diameter w a s  1.0 micron. 
low open porosity apparently was due t o  low grain s ize  and apparent lower 
activation energy levels.  
The re la t ive  
11 -23 
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4.4.3.3 Furnace Leached Specimens 
I n  an attempt t o  d s t a d n e  if the acid leaching s tep could be by-passed, 
ai exploratory trial vas made to remo~e the C u - H i  solely by vacuum bleaching. 
S i x  specimens, including two acid leached ~pecimens, were processed at 3 m 0 F  
f o r  four hours at pressures of - 10 TO=. m e  10-1 specimene ( .040 in. 
thick)  shared that grain'size was amre uniform i n  those specfmeas that were not 
acid ieached. The average grain oize ih both cseea were in the 7-8 lnicron dim- 
eter range. 
-6 
I 
The .Ob0 inch thick 12-1 specimene had very similar structures w h e r e  the' 
average g r & h  size of the acid leached specirnen vas 10 micron8 and that Of 
the non-acid leached specimen w a s  8-9 microns. 
In both compositions, no density o r  grain size gredient exieted through 
the .Oh" thick specimens. 
A .38" long x .38" diameter 10-1 slug w a s  also vacuum bleached vithout 
prior acid &aching. 
It appeared that some l iquid phase had exuded from the bottom as 8 drop- 
l e t  v i t h  a good wetting angle on the  tungsten slug. 
The grain structure showed a considerable change f romth i s  droplet, t o  
vhat was believed t o  have been the top. The top of the specimen had a very 
uniform grain size of about 8 microns. The grain sire increased unlfonaily 
t o  about 35 microns near the  droplet area bottom. 
though all the pores were closed and ranged from 5 to  10 microns. 
The droplet was porous 
The wide grain size  range in thick specimens suggested that control would 
be d i f f i c u l t  and resu l t s  would be widely scattered. 
Large scale emitter plates were i n i t i a l l y  attempted during the  latter par t  
of the 3rd proJect quarter. 
1/8" thick W-1OCu-Ui em3tter plates  containing about 20$ of the added copper 
nickel phase. 
of n i t r i c  wid (at 130°F) leaching which had resulted in extensive specimen 
An attempt was, made t o  vacuum bleach some large 
This residual bow malting phase content remained after 92 hours 
8 4-2% 
oxidation, and caused t h e  specimen leaching t o  be Interrupted before the ba l -  
ance of the added C u - N i  w a s  removed. 
Cu-Ni content could be eliminated without causing densifica$ion, these specimen 
plates  were bleached a t  3400% f o r  4 hours. 
tensively, coating the  temperature viewing window and causing erroneoua read- 
ing and power supply adjustment. The speclmeno were believed heated t o  about 
36OOoF during the furnace heat. 
o r ig ina l  nickel content caused pore closure with a resu l tan t  8$ open porosity. 
With the poss ib i l i ty  t b a t  t h i s  lcmer 
The copper nickel vaporized ex- 
T h i s  increased temperature and the high 
4.4.4 P&,rosity Analyses 
4.4.4.1 Porosity vs Bleaching Temperature and Time 
The 8-1, 10-1, 12-1 aid 124.5 C u - N i ,  b a l a x e  tungsteri,2nd generation 
specimens as acid leached and !q'dro&en .rcdilced were bleached at 3000, 3400 and 
36OOoF for 1, 4 and 10 hours i n  Astro Met's vacuum furnace Torr).  The 
open porosity data as measured by water absorption method are given i n  Table 
4-6 and Figure 4-5. 
This data Indicates t h a t  the lower bleaching temperature produces e a r l i e r  
s t a b i l i t y  than h i d e r  bleaching tem2eratures; t ha t  vacuum bleaching of an 8-1 
composition at 3000°F f o r  4 hours establishes an equilibrium condition at about 
22% porosity which changed very l i t t l e  i n  an additional 6 hours. 
tares nuy l e  stable at 2500 F i n  e rd t t e r  operatino conLitions.  
t h a t  pore diweters are la rger  and Qbvio&ly would be more resistant t o  wind  
( l e )  pore closure. This substantiates,  somewhat, the proposition t h a t  s t ruc-  
tu res  with pore diameter of 1.5 to 2.0 microns may be s ignif icant ly  more stable 
than those of 1 micron and j u s t i f i e s  the an9ro-h t o  prepare comparative s t ruc-  
tu res  w i t h  both pore diameters f o r  such evaluation. 
Such s t ruc-  
It is lxobablc 0 
* -  . . .  
I ,  . Y . h . 2  2;:*2,,-LJ': 3 , r c  Si.lecLrL&;, *%JX&?LL .; - 1 't, 2*,. .r;<* j r i  Sd:;l~rtltio:: 
b LA uc tux b 
Pore spectrum analyses of composition and procesaing variatioiis were made 
on 2-4 gram control specimens. 
composition slugs o r  >late8 and processed through the various sintering, leach- 
ing and b le  chin;; steps used f o r  the ercitter specimens (these s t e p s  are  de- 
scribed In the f low chart  as F i w e  4-3 i n  Section 4.3.3) 
These specimens had been cut from the same 
4 - 2'3 
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TABLE POROSITY DATA. FOR Pf-Cu-NS. STNTEREXl COlPAC'''3 FOR 
DIFFERENT BLEACHING TEXPEBA'1URE AND TIME IN VACUUM 
(2nd Generbtion Btruoturee) 
1 Temp. OF I 
-- 
Time 
(hre. ) 
1 
4 
10 
1 
4 
10 
1 
4- 
aecimen Open Porosity ($) 
8-1 I 10-1 I 12-1 ' 12-0.5 
26.3 
22.0 
21.6 
22.9 
18.5. 
16.7 
22.5 
16.6 
t 
10 i 13.95 
'25 5 
20.1 
143.5 
I 23.4 
! 12.6 
I 
i .  I 36.0 
! .  
I 
! 
i 
' 19.7 i 
13.1 ! 
I 12.4 
I 
~ 1 1  ~pecirnene - Gotie (5-23) (5-48) (5-105) 
4-26 
/ 
Legenu 
Compos1 tlon Temperature -- OF - 
0 300.0 8-1 
i.l 3400 
A 3600 
10-1 
-. -. I* 12-1 
.... ... I ,.. .. 12-0.5 
---- 
i- 
1. . 
1 
The h2'08ity &&.&at%= T 8 b b  4-7 hdW8 data Obtgined M the b t  
generation specirneas prepared in ~ c t o b e r ,  1963, as reported in ths finnl report 
of the IUS 3-2513 contract. 
with the fine pan-vaehed copper pcwder, but were hmd mixed. 
tioa 8pecimnna were dry hall mixed for a four hour mod. As uaa later de- 
termined by microscopic aYnminntiOLI o f  mir8d poudsr specirpen orp~ars 013 ghae 
elides, serious copper agglomeratbn existed. This egglameration caused larga 
Cu-Ni lake are- in tb sintered 8gecImens.uhiah eubsequsntly resulted io 
large macro 5-50 micron ma-interconnected voids in caoPglrted leached sad 
bleached emitters. The 3rd generation ~peuimezu were made by using more 
highly selected fine Cu powders snd kt vibration 
me811 pore dinmntere of a l l  2nd and 3rd generation speciolens or four caupoeitios 
tween 0.9 to 1.2 microns, w h i c h  s&s that the w c t a d  camposition range ~ n d  
process ~>es&ters #we a reXatiw namrv rauge oi meau pore diameterr. 
In g d ,  it can be cancludd that as procees reiiaslpersts have been inuor- 
prated, the pore spectrum rsage becomes nmro a~fioy. This PQITOV rmge  i s  
8 
1 These f i r a t  generation specinane were also made 
Tho 2nd genera- 
for 16 hours. The 
8-1, m-18 12-1 a d  1 2 4 . 5  (aU-aJi) f e u  Vi- B vw Darro~ rSage be- 
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*'I The o v e r d l  bulk density of the various second generation emitters is  lower, 
h i a e r  total porosity, than the 1st generation emitters. This w a s  probably 
due t o  the greater amount of macro porosity due t o  copper agglomeration during 
i n i t i a l  dry b a l l  milling. 
bulk density, ( i e )  a lower porosity. 
lower sintered gra in  size and greater shrinkage- 
The 3rd generation composition, however, had a higher 
This is probably due to the i n i t i a l l y  
, 
Pore spectrum analyses of 6 th  generation 'specimens is di8CUSSed i n  the 
Improvement Studies Section, par t  5.3.3. 
4.4.5 Ag in 8 
The porous tungsten metallurgical thermal s t a b i l i t y  was evaluated by aging 
the various 2nd and 3rd generation compositions 12-0.5, 8-1, 10-1 
25OO0F i n  a dry hydrogen atmosphere. 
prepared with delivered evaluation emitter test  specimens, and which had been 
used fo r  i n l t i a l  pore spectrum analyses. 
decarburized tungsten wool within a 9s pure alumina crucible (prepared in 
this laboratory). 
denum wire wound hydrogen atmosphere tube furnace and brought t o  temperature i n  
and 12-1 at 
The specimens were those control discs  
The specimens were placed on f i n e  
The alumina boat and samples were placed i n  a small molyb- 
I 
about 2 hours. 
I Temperature control is 
measurement. Line voltage, 
manual, with a L & N optical  pyrometer used f o r  
amperage and temperature are measured periodically 
and adjusted if necessary, though temperature w a s  observed t o  remain within 
L 15'F at 2500'F. 
"he relat ive s t a b i l i t y  of these 2nd and 3rd generation emitters was 
judged by conducting both pore spectrum and permeability as w e l l  as X-ray 
back ref lect ion t e s t s  a f t e r  50, 150 and 500 hour6 of aging a t  250'F i n  dry 
hydrogen. 
1 
1 
I, 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
4.4.5.1 Porosity and Transmission Coefficient Testing 
Mercury porosimeter pore spectrum and transmission coefficient (C )  analy 
ses were also conducted on the aged porous tungsten specimens after 50, 150 and 
500 hours at  250O0F In hydrogen. 
I I 
L31 
1 
U 
The deta from these t e a t s  are glven in Table 4-8. V a l w s  vere determined I 
f o r  density; t o t a l ,  open and closed pore volume; mean pore diamsterj and 80$ 
median pore diameter range. The rate of open pore closure w a s  calculated and 
plot ted in Figure 4-7 with a similar plot o f  rate of transtrd13sion coeff ic ient  
change. A m h e r  bfscuasion of thls comparison is given in the next section. 
The porosiumter data show that the 0-1 arrd 1 2 4 . 5  2nd generation specimens - 
retained the greatest open pore volume with t ime. The 8-1 mix exhibited the high- 
est or ig ina l  transmiasion coefficient with time. 
The pore s ize  analyses curves generally indicate that the fine pores iire 
closing. 
eters with time. 
r a t io  Increases as the sxuall pores close. 
As a result# the pore spectrum curves shift t o  higher mean pore diam- 
Though t h e  coarse pores a,re not changing 8ignificantly# their 
Nitrogen permeability tests on the 2nd and 3rd generation specimen8 were 
Teats were conducted v i t h  equipment end techniques described in Section 3.12. 
made QA ,157 inch diameter discs  ,020 inch tuck after the 50, 150 and 500 hour 
exposures at 2500% in dry hydrogen. The "Transmission Coefficient X Length" 
data were calculated and are given in Table 4-8 and plot ted on Figure 4-8. The 
rate of permeability change due t o  aglng at 25OOoF w a 8  cslculated and plotted 
in the lower section of Figure 4-7. 
The rate of pore closure "k" w a s  calculated from transmission coefficient 
and porosity data as followa: 
where 
A C  z Co-Ct s change in transmission coefficient wi th  wing t i m e  (t) 
Cop- tranamisaion coefficient x L = before aging 
4 P o P -P = change I n  open pore volwne percent with aging time (t) o t  . 
Po - open pore volume percent before &gin&. 
Since open porosity i r  an indication of the open pore voluD)oJ it waa 
neaessary t o  take cube root of  a t o  aorrslate open porosity data with trurr- 
misrion coefficient data. 
"kc" and "k " ,were calculated a8 the slopes of the graphs A c vo t 
P Fo 
t. ' Po . 
Tho values of pore clooure rate f o r  0 t o  50 hours (k and kcl) and fo r  
50 t o  150 hour6 (k and kc2) and fo r  190 t o  500 hours (k and k ) are  given 
in  Table 4-pE'rom analysis of t h i s  data, the following conclusions are evident: 
(1) As the aging time increases, the rate of C l 0 6 U t 3  o f  pore8 decreasee. 
Pl 
P2 P3 c3 
The 
average rate of closure of p r e o  dacreaece by a factor  of about10 af te r  
50 hours of a;ging ( l e )  kl- 
k2 Also k 
k2 where F1 2 10. 
ipI 
where F2% 10, k3 a '1 'whore F3' z 100 
3 - v  5 
(2 )  the  values of  klJ k2 and k are o f  the s a w  order of magnitude f o r  the 3 
dlfforeqt samples 
(3) The values o f  kl, k2 and k as datermined from open porosity data are some- 3 
what lower than thoee determined from trmrmission coefficient data. 
I 
8 
Thc apparent rapid gore closure r a t e  was bsliovod much higher than t h a t  
thcoretically expected. 
possible contributing fautors.  
and arc believed lowered by hydrogen atmospheres vs vuauwn. 
arc used t o  sinter commarcial powder a e t a l l u r w  tungsten bowuse sintering 
ratos  are higher than in vacuum. 
Thio could have been due t o  e i ther  or  both o f  two 
Activation energy levels are lowered by nickel 
HydroCen atmosphere6 
Because most o f  theso opecimene contain 10 p a r t s  
nickel as e h m  i n  Table 4-4, i t s  contribution -8 bel 
i s  that o f  the 12-1 3rd genoration specimen which had 
per million or  less 
I 
8 
I 
eved n i l .  One exception 
about 70 ppm nickel a8 
well as a f ine  grain size .  It had the highest pore closure ra te  However, it 
is very inportant t o  determine if euch low nickel levels a8 10 pgm could bo so 
inf luent ia l  i n  causing b n s i f  ication of porous tungsten emitters a t  25OOOF. 
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FIGURE 4-01 RATE OF OPEN PQRH: WSfJRE - POROUS TuaosTEn ION EMCTTWS 
2nd and 3rd Generation 
8eries 5-76 - 5-75 Resulting from Ag- @ 25000Ip for 500 hre. in Dry H2 
of own Pore Volume ye3 Time 
,.o 
= 5  
1 .o I Change of Transmiasion Coefflcisnt YO Time 
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TABLE .4--9 
. .  
PORE CLOSURE RATE DUE: TO AOTIIO AT 2500'~ 
IN DRY HyDROOE3l 
I i 
f 
1 I '  1.052 1 ,924 
I 1.125 1.0 
2.85 
10-1 2nd 1.666 1 1.40 1.2 1 12-0.5 2nd 0266 i ' 0 9 6  2.0 
12-1 2nd 
1.15 
.. lL 
4. 3 
.s6 i * 3  
. 9.5 3 
. 3 .  - 2,2 
1.2 2.2- 
3 I 2.2 
kOl = 'Trmsmieoion Coeffioient Rate of Chsrngo .olith Aging Time 
= Open Poroaity 
I 
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The hydrogen atmosphere is believed to  be &re responsible- f o r  such high 
aging rates in this group of 2nd and 3rd generation specimens. 
other pore cloaire rate tests on vacuum 
4.4.4.L, Table 4-6 and Figure 4-5) indicate a higher degree of s t a b i l i t y  i& 
attained by some similar specimens following the i n i t i a l  bleaching period of 
four hours. 
used f o r  these hydrogen agd specimens. 
made on different  specimen series, for widely different  tima periods, for differ- 
ent purposes. 
able. 
done in vacuum. 
diSCu6Sed l a t e r  in Section 5.3.4, vhich exhibit l i t t l e  or no change in porosity 
and pore diameters i n  6 hours at 2750°P. 
.NASA for Ion eaission evaluation. 
This is because 
Torr) (as described i n  Section 
Such stability appeared at even higher temperatures than those 
Both of these diocussed tests w e r e  
An exact comparison of aging character is t ics  would be question- 
Since hydrogen aging atmospheres were suspect, all further tests were 
Fine pore size  tungsten emitter plate8 were prepared, 86 is 
These structures were delivered t o  
4.4.5.2 X-Ray Back Reflection Analyses 
Dif'fracticm p8tteJms were made of the porous tungsten structures as pro- 
cessed and after hydrogen aging at 2500% fo r  50 and 150 hours. 
S.T.L. discs .lfl" dim. x .Ox)" thick were used f r o m  the same sintered, acid 
leached, alkaline etched and vacuum bleached group supplied t o  NASA as the 
5-75, 5-76 ser ies .  
these specimens w e r e  discussed just  above. 
The d 
TIE pore spectrum pore volume and aging relationships of 
D e f i n i t e  crys ta l  grovth trends were observable as shown by a reproduction 
of' the  X-ray pat terns  as Figure 4-9. 
limited to these feas ib i l i t y  t r i a l s  dua t o  fund3ng levels .  
correlative relationships c o d d  be established by these nan-destructive analyses, 
with more extensive studies.  
These X - r a y  analyses were i n i t i a l l y  
It is believed that 
4.4.6 Ion Emission Tests 
Initial ion emission tests were conduced by S.T.L. on those specimens 
previously described and furnished to  NASA in June, 1964. 
rhodium brazed into refractory feed tubes by S.T.L. 
vacuum t ight  emitters, which had to be etched in order t o  open up the porosity 
prior to  emitter tes t ing.  
The specimens were 
This resulted in almost 
Several disadvantages of these brazing procedures 
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suggest that only electron beam w e l d i n g  should be &ed f o r  Joining the poroua 
eorittere. An analysis of potential problenu brought about by rhodium ats w l l  
ae other brazing techniques follows. 
The furnished'emitter structures were or iginal ly  open as evidenced by As- 
t r o  Met's permeability tests on retained 10-1 2nd generation and 12-1 3rd 
generation discs  from the same proceesad lots aa listed is Table 4-7 and 4-8. 
Previous b r a z i q  trials on Astro Met's liquid phase sintered, leached and 
bleached, porous tungsten emitters, by another ion propulsion systems labora- 
tory about a year ago demonstrated that Astro & t ' e  structures were more eas i ly  
w e t t e d  by braziag. This r e s u l t e d i n  ~ r c r  closure by braze saturation a t  that 
t ime,  as w a s  expected to  have occurred in these current braze operations. 
If such brazed porous tungsten structures are anodically etched subsequent 
t o  brazing, selective removal of tungsten w i l l  occur i n  =e88 where rhodium 
content i s  l o w #  thusly h g e  pores would tend to be further enlsrged due t o  both 
low rhodium content in these areas, and due t o  the greater access of etchant 
into large pore areas. 
These specimens w e r e  obtained f o r  metallographic analyses. Examination 
of both the W-lOCu-MI 2nd generation (non- ball-milled compacts) and the W- 
l2Cu-Mi 3rd generation (ball-milled campacts) indicated that rhodium brazing 
had caused serious pore occlusion in several ways. 
ing the mounted end polished specimens by three methods. 
This was determined by etch- 
In i t i a l ly ,  Murakami's etch was used. bb tuograph ic  exadnation shoved 
t h a t  excessive rhodium had created 8 solid meniscus betveen the porous tung- 
sten disc  and the molyMenum housing. This meniscus appeared to  cover about 
of the specimen diameter or  75s of the specimen inner face area. Electro- 
- lytic etching v i th  &OH solution removed the smeared tungsten and revealed that 
considerable open porosity still  remained, though some pore closure had occur- 
red from the high brazing temperature. Etching vith concentrated n i t r i c  acid 
then alloved the tungsten and rhodium' phases t o  be more readily distinguished. 
As a result, the rhodium appeared to  have flowed i n  a th in  coating over most 
of the observable porous tungsten inner surface. 
surface of the porous tungsten to  a depth of 60 t o  80 microns. 
f ica t ion  had occurred in th is  infiltrated rhodium area, paumably  due to  the 
lowered activation energy level of this ahoy system, as i r  Authfr discusaed 
Rhodium had penetrated t h i s  
Tungsten densi- 
belov. if - lib 
The significance of rhodium on reducing tungsten activation energy is Shown 
in Figure 4-10 and Table 4-10 where activation energy relationehips are shown 
for  various al loy additives t o  tungsten,including rhodium. This data w a s  re- 
ported by Brophy(2L) who suggested that rhodium would be effective as an activa- 
t o r  when present i n  monomolecular layers.  
rhodium is suff ic ient  to activate .56 micron tungsten povder. 
of a f ive  micron average grain diameter emitter structure would be at least 
one-hundredth that of the fine p o w d e r  The rhodium quantity 
required fo r  coating i n t e r n a l  emitter surface area would suggest tha t  .O25$, 
or  250 parts  per million, would be effective in  increasing aging rates by a fac- 
t o r  of about 35 o r  so over t h a t  of pure tungsten, at emitter operating tempera- 
tures. 
Brophy stated that 0.25 w e i g h t  $ 
~ 
# 
The surface area 
used by Brpphy. 
\ 
This suggests that rhodium is a probable serious metallurgical contaminant 
on ion emitters which must operate for  long periods. 
on contact ionization work function, rhodium would probably not be detrinental, 
though other group VI11 elements have Considerably lower work functions and may 
reduce Ionization efficiencies. 
Considering i t s  e f fec t  
As a result of this  analysis, it is recommended that rhodium brazing should 
not be done on small porous tungsten emitters, par t icular ly  vhen their  mean pore 
7 diameters are near the 1 micron level  and estimated pore counts are i n  the 10 
pore/cmL range due t o  expected high wicking characterist ics.  
T h i s  analysis of activation energy relationship further suggested that 
iridium would be a useful additive to Increase s t a b i l i t y  of tungsten i n  emitters. 
An analysis of t h i s  possibil i ty i s  later made i n  Section 6.0 where exploratory 
trials were made using iridium additives. Some physicsl property characteris- 
t i c s  are l is ted i n  Table 4-10 f o r  camparison with rhodium and its ef fec t  on 
tungsten. 
A n  Arrhenius p lo t  of densificatior rates vx temperature fo r  tunGsten and 
tungsten plus iridium is  shown i n  Figure 6-1. 
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NO. PROPERTY W 
(1) Melting Point 3370OC 
(2 )  Boiling Point 59OO0C 
(3 )  Work Funotion 4.25-5.1 ev. c 
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3.0 Improvement Studies 
, From t h e  Preliminary Studies it became more evident that a uniform porous 
tungsten ionizer w i t h  about 1 w pore diameter, 4-5 p g a i n  size, 20% open 
porosity and 10 to 10 pores/- pore count could be ma&. Also, the process 
of liquid phase sintering allows precise control of pore s ize  and grain size. 
However, the combination of these characterist ics with thermal stability at 2500°F 
in vacuum remained to  be demonstrated i n  t ie  improvement task. 
6 7 2 
As a result,.iqrovemeut studies were undertaken t o  achieve even greater 
uniformity and thermal s t a b i l i t y  of porous tun(;sten ionizers, and to  prepare 
emitter plates  l/8" thick, 1-35'' wide and 2-25'' long. 
ted tarards - 
The studies were direc- 
(1) exploring different  leeching solvents which could remove the major 
amount of Cu-Ni phase without causing oxidation, reaction or contamination; 
(2) investigating bleaching temperatures lower than 3400OF so that resi- 
dual Ni could be removed t o  spectrographklevels and yet not cause excessive 
pore closure by nickel diffusion in tungsten or specimen stlriakage during the 
bleaching operation. 
5.1 Material and Compositions 
Eight pound slags were prepared of both W-8Cu-lIli and W-1OCu-Uf by vibra- 
t i ona l  qi3J .h~ and by hydrostatic pressing to 20,OOO psi. 
were cut into large .1p" x 2" x 4" &labs and .325" x .%5' x 2" long bars by 
abrasive w h e e l  sawing for both d a b  and disc type specimcns. 
These green slugs 
5.2 Processing 
5.2.1 Sinterinei 
The above specimens w e r e  divided i n to  several sets which were sintered t o  
both 2150°F f o r  5 hours and to 22W°F f o r  5 and 25 hours which was e q e c t e d  to 
give a grain size rancine from 5 t o  10 microns r eqec t ive ly .  
analyses of the 8-1 control specimens indicate tha t  mean Era in  size is about 4 
microns f o r  the laver and 10 microns f o r  the upper s inter ing tenperatare and 
tima periods. 
Microstructurel 
The W-lOCu-119i cornpsition grain sizes averaged between 4 arid 5 rdcrons 
for both temperatures for 5 hour sintering and t o  about 10 microns f o r  22W°F - 
25 hour sintering conditions. 
slightly lower grain diameters than were previously produced in hand-mixed Speci- 
mens 
milling. 
more desirable leveis. As reported in  Table 5-10 later, the pore spectrum analy- 
ses on the resulting structures indicate that they have narrow pore size ranges 
from 1 t o  1.7 microns, giving an estimated pore count of about 10 
square centimeter. 
I t  appears t ha t  the vibration milling produces 
The grsin size uniformity and grain dis t r ibut ion &e 1.iach improved by 
T h i s  provides an advantage by increasing the pore count per cm2 t o  
7 pores per 
3.2.2 Leaching Studies 
A review of solvent systems, which could possibly remove e f f i c i en t ly  the 
Cu-Ni phase without oxidizing or  contaminating the tungsten sample, was made 
, from W i g  's " Corrosion Handbook" (26). 
temperat)lres varying from room temperature t o  130 F. 
e lec t ro ly t ic  leaching was explored. 
Several different  solvents were tried at  
0 Also, di rec t  current 
Leaching stuuies were made on th in  and thick specimens representing the 
range of discs and plates  desired i n  emitter structures.  
the specimens were rinsed i n  d i s t i l l e d  water and vacuum dried four times, then 
Oven dried pr ior  t o  weighing. 
Following leaching, 
The specimen detai ls ,  leaching media, conditions ant? results are shown on 
Table 5 . 1  and Figure 5-1 w i t h  t he  measured weight loss and calculated leaching 
efficiency data. The results are as described below. 
Ammonik hydroxide generally exhibits low leaching ef'ficiency on most of 
the W-Cu-Ni alloy systems studied. 
hydroxide coating. 
In addition, it appeared t o  produce a 
Both concentrated sulfur ic  acid, and sulfuric acid / f e r r i c  sulphate 
exhibit low leaching efficiencies plus oxidize the t u n p t e n .  
Chromic acid at  6OoC i s  slow acting i n  removing the CA-Ni  phase, but 
boiling chromic acid is very effective.  
not appear t o  oxidize the  tungsten sample but leaves C r O  
of the C r O  
Ckuroaic acid (hot or  boil ing) does 
layer on it. Some 3 
fi lm could be subsequently dissolved i n  ammonium hydroxide. 3 
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€Qdrochloric acid at 60°C can rernove the Cu-li phase completely and effl- 
ciently, but oxidizes t h e  tungsten. 
that of hot n i t r i c  acid. 
Its leaching'action is very similar t o  
Hydrochloric acid a t  r o o m  temperature, however, can remove the Cu-TJi phase 
It has the advantage that it dbes completely, but the leaching action is slov. 
not oddlze  the tungsten at a l l .  
Since dissolved oxygen i n  hydrochloric acid at room temperature can accel- 
erate the corrosion rate of copper at least by a factor  of f ive,  it w a s  decided 
t o  also study the leaching action of concentrated'BC1 through which oxygen was 
being bubbled. 
I n  order t o  increase the leaching rate of HC1 on several W-lOCu-lMi speci- 
mens, tvo approaches were used where oqgen was incorporated i n  t h e  BC1 solu- 
t ions  
Oxygen was added to the ECl by bubbling through the solution during the 
leaching period4 Though leaching rates increased s i ip i f ican t ly ,  a deposit 
(probably cupric chloride or  copper oxychloride) coated the specimen. 
t h i s  deposit could be readily removed by NHhOH, the specimen appeared t o  be s l igh t -  
l y  oxidized as evidence by i t s  result ing dull  apparance.  
Though 
The second oxygen-HC1 approach consisted of pre-saturating the solution 
by oxyGen bubbling for 20 hours only before, and not during, the  l e a c h i q  cycle. 
The leaching r a t e  appeared t o  be the same as that produced by s t ra ight  El. 
Electrolytic leaching was studied with HC1 and with NHkC1 solutions. The 
results of these tests are sumuarized i n  Table 5-2. 
ing was v e e  rapid and caused excessive specimen chipping plus vhat w a s  believed 
t o  be s l igh t  specinen oxidation. 
results. 
The acid e lec t ro ly t ic  leach- 
The NH4C1 e lec t ro ly t ic  trials gave similar 
Straight €321 (at  TOOF) leaching studies  showed that, tho@ icaching was 
slower, the speciaens appeared t o  be non-oxidized, as was appazent by the re- 
sulting bright surface. Because specimen oxidation is  believed t o  be lhi&?y 
detrimental, B;C1leacA"ling at room temperature was the procedure used for a'3, 
5-3 
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specimens i n  t h i s  l a t t e r  groap whic:i w l t n  t h i s  s tep  sha l l  be ident i f ied as f i f t h  
generation speciuens. 
chanGe subsequently r e s d z s  i n  nu S G L J ~ ~ O I I  color change. 
drying, wei&hg e t c .  
thick W-10Cu-Ui control specinens indicated that 9 9 . 8  of the Cu-Ni phase had 
been removed i n  about 10 days .  
Y-12 lezcX.zk; c:i2 point vas deteruincd when a daily acid I 
This saves s2eciaen 
Quantitative chemical and-yses of two leached 0.150'' 
The W-&u-L?i w a s  mcxe resist&?t t o  HC1 leaching than the W-10Cu-Ui; 
further, leaching resistarm? increased on specimens sintered t o  the higher t e m -  
peratures as w e l l  as lon,;cr ;JcrLG2s. 
As mentioned i n  Sectlor,  L . j . 6 .2 ,  :hick specinens te:id.ed. t o  incur edge s p l -  
l i n g  during S C l  acid les;e:--Lq_. The b J - & ~ - X i i  spal led t h e  ieast of the two 
cozpositions, m d  then o n l y  z.Zr,er bein;; sintered at the lower temperature and 
time levels  (U50°F - j h o ~ ~ s ) .  
sintered t o  the 'ni&er t e z p x L t - d r e  c~r6  l,ix leve l .  
The W - 1 G C d - U J i  spalled less after having been 
The open pore volwe of riitL-lc w i d  leached specimens was a l w a y s  higher 
than tha t  believec! tc Se due to s ? ~  removed voiurne of the copper and nickel phase. 
Tlzis was believed due to s.sc;iacn z i ;$~~--s~on h e  to internal (pore) o l r ib t ion  
caused by the hot n i t r i c  ac id-  
I n  order t o  detemine i f  t h i s  prenise were valid, a .040" x 1/2" x 2" long 
W-1OCu-Ui  ciintered (2150°F - 5 ; iours) speciacxi wns cut into two 114' 
Each half was Lieasdreu, ther? leacned, o x  ia Hl?O 
at  70 F, for 2L hours .  
acid leached specimns did not c a u g e  ;cn;th while those leached in  n i t r i c  acd 
grew 1.5% in length. 
chanze i s  e q u i v d e n t  TO a t o t d  volute increase of 4.5% over the or iginal  
average volume l e v e l s  of about 22$. 
shear stress of '[50,000 ?si be~cvcen chc leached aqd r&oa-leached zones of a 
W-Cu-Ni specimen - m.d is 110 d o u t ~ t  hi;;i?ly responsiblL f o r  edge she3rin;: during 
acid leachinz. 
expansion, it sho7d.d rmt czvc e k e  shear f a i l u r e .  "his i s  coctrary t o  what i s  
observed since EICl does CLLL.' S C I , . ~ '  d _ : e  shearing, though it i s  less than that 
s t r i p s .  
0 a t  130 F and the otuer i n  H C l  3 0 
Scbseqient leng-cn chantes were measured. Hydrochloric 
T':iis likx cnm;;~, wher, converted t o  a specimen volume 
This di-Ensiondl change c o d d  create a l inear  
T h i s ,  ho'we-vc~', vcd.6. su,=Lest that if  HC1 leaching causes no 
caused by El0 leachinc.  As is discxsse-?  I n  t h e  following section, it is l ike ly  3 
5-10 
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1 
that a tungsten-chlorine compound is formed which 
at specimen corner, sufflcient to cause spalling. 
ply by making the large emitter plates about 3/8" 
can cause biaxia l  shear stress86 
This problem w a s  solved sim- 
over size i n  the f la t  dimn- 
sions t o  provide f o r  edge loss by spalling. Figure 5-6 
plate blanks prior  t o  trimming where some edge cracking 
5.2.2.2 Problems i n  IQdr ochloric Acid Lcachinp, 
5th Generution emitter p la te  and control specimens 
shows four such completed 
is evident. 
resulted i n  Q high shrink- 
ing and pore closure rate during farnace blcacking. 
t n a t  the cause was relcitcd t o  tne new acid 1eacLLq procedare o r  a szbsequent 
dependent step. 
specinen oxyGen or chlorine rcsidues; thc residual X i  ond tile further r e a v a l  
of t h i s  retained nickel by mercury A review of the ECl procc2xres were &-e 
with the following discussed observations. 
Data analysis suggested 
Several factors which were thought t o  be respoasible were: 
The f inal ized acid leaching procedurcs had consistently indicated that 
33.s of the  Cu-Ni phase could be remved from the sintered plates w i t h  con- 
centrated hydrochloric acid at  TOOF, though as much as 14 days leaching was 
required for thick specinens. 
ing in a vacuum of about -28 in. within a glass flask. The b l e d  HCl acid 
leached spcci.zuims vcre iavarizbly of a b r i a t  m e t U i c  appearance, whereas 
previous nitric acid Ieacbed s sc incns  werc a dull grey-peen color, indicative 
of as oxide fib. 
small "0 3 
However, srnall E l l c a c h e d  specincns usuzlly l o s t  less tha? h a l f  as much 
(from .1 t o  .e) 
sixteen smdl specimens following XC1 acid leaching and vacxm d r y h ~ .  
weight values g e n e d y  resulted from measurements made f o r  pore spectrum azaly- 
si6 where bxiltrated mercury was ssbsequently rewved by heztinc t o  1800°F 
f o r  1/2 hour i n  
gen ranged from about lo00 t o  2000 parts  per million. 
be from the reduction of oxygen by the hydrogen, 
ca l ly  absorbed or combined chlorine, or the  fur ther  leaching of surface bonded 
nickel by mercury exudation. I n  general, it appears t h a t  most of the control 
sscimens which had been impregnated with mercury and then heated i n  hydroGen 
f o r  mercury vaporization were readily stabilized at 2750 F when subsequently 
vacuum bleached. This hydrogen furnace s tep  was only incidental  i n  removin& 
The acid ieached specbnens were dried by kieat- . 
A sitgnificant w igh t  loss, up t o  -755, &rays resulted when 
leached spcimens were hydrogen reduced - a standard procedure. 
Tinis is shown Li Table 5-3 wfiich lists the weight changes of 
The 
hydroden. The weight losses due t o  t h i s  heating i n  hydro- 
This veight loss could 
the  dissociation of cherzi- 
0 
8 8 ' I t  8 , 4 4  d 
+ (I l ' +  t 
I 
. 
I 
mercury from the pre spectru analysis. 
pore s t ruc ture ' ins tab i l i ty  would occur if t h i s  step were not followed. 
It was not knovn a t  that t i n e  that 
Several factors  had previously suggested tha t  hydrogen reduction of HC1 
leached specimens could o r  should be elidnated from the  process: 
HCl specimens visually appeared t o  be nan-oxidized, has a high vapor 
pressure and was expected t o  be readily removed by vacltum bleaching, (3) t h i s  
was preferred since it w a s  also believed t h a t  t h i s  would eliminate the  possi- 
b i l i t y  of a large content of polycrystalline tungsten coating on the  surface 
(1) the 
( 2 )  UO 3 
of thq tungsten grains in the porous network if the  WO had been hydrorJen re- 
duced pr ior  t o  bleaching, and (4) such p l y c r y s t U i n e  W g r a i n s  were emected t o  
contribute t o  rapid aginc, ai; had ear l ie r  been determined t o  have occwred i n  
n i t r i c  acid leached, vacuum bleached specimens when subsequently aged i n  hydro- 
gen at 2500OF. 
3 
As a result of these considered factors, the first group of the large e m i t -  
ter plates  and their  re la ted control and S.T.L.. specimens were not hydrogen re- 
duced pr ior  t o  vacuum bleaching i n  an mar furnace at  pressures of 
This resulted In extensive densification rates as is shown by data i n  Tables 
Torr.  
5-4 t h r o w ?  5-7. 
The possibi l i ty  t h a t  chloride formation could have contributed t o  the 
rapid densification rates of the HC1 leached tungsten specimens was reinforced 
by several factors  - (1) a chlorine analysis was &e on one W-&u-LIi sin- 
tered s;lecimen after HC1 acid leschi-rp? where .027$ chloriae was determined 
i n  the  19s pure porous tmgsten specimen, (2) McIntyre (2') had repr ted that 
HC1 gas added t o  a hydrogen atmosphere to  as low as 1% levels lowered the 
activation eneri3y of tungsten t o  52,000 cal/mol from a l eve l  of 72,000 cal/m1 
i n  pure hydrogen, (3) McIntyre reported that the n e J d m u m  effect  of HC1 gas 
on tungsten densification rates occurred at 275OoF which corresponds closely 
t o  the temperature w h e r e  tunzsten and cUorine =e i n  equilibriun as va-ious 
tungsten chlorides, and ( b )  pore closure rate i n  these HC1 leached tungsten 
emitters wa6 higher a t  2750' than at 3000OF. 
This is obscrvablc on Table 5-5 lines 1, 2 and 6 nnd on Table 5-7 lines 
1, k and 9 fo r  W-&u-Uli and W-lOCu-lI4i respectively. 
were examined of various process steps, compositions and vacuum funlace pressures 
by analyzini: data given in Tables 5-4 through 5-7. 
Tfie interrelationships 
These interrelationships 
5 - !  3 
were compounded by the f ac t  that the exact nickel contents pr ior  t o  bleaching 
were expected t o  be low as a result of weight loss measurements. 
analyses indicated that BS much as .074$ residual nickel remained in such HCl 
leached specimens. 
content activate tungsten sintering to more rapid densification levels. 
Chemicsl 
This nickel leve l  corild in combination w i t h  the  chlorine 
f 
5.2.2.3 Double Leaching and Hydrogen Reduction (6th Generation) 
The analyses of the data i n  Tdblee 5-4 through 5-7 led  to the conclusion 
tha t  an intermediate process treatment could be effective i n  eliminating ther  
m a l  i n s t ab i l i t y  of the porous tungsten emitters made by t h i s  basic process 
including H C l  leaching. Though hydrogen treatment a t  1800°F fo r  1/2 hour w a s  
often effective, t h e  best  intermediate step was that of releaching i n  KNO 
at 130°F for  48 hours This step vas expected t o  serve a double purpose, (ie.) 
convert chlorides t o  o ~ c h l o r i d e s  and fur ther  reduce the residual nickel leve l  
3 
This step w a s  adopted and was followed by warm vacuum drying with intermediate 
d i s t i l l e d  water rinsing. 
carbon which w a s  believed responsible for  some specimen darkening, w e t  hydrogen 
reduction a t  1m0F for  45 minute8 plus 1/2 hour in dry hydrogen was used pr ior  
t o  vacuum bleaching. 
In  order t o  further reduce possible oxychloride8 o r  
These steps were the dis t inct ive ones which established the 6 th  genera - 
t ion  process used fo r  the emitter plates  and S.T.L. test discs  supplied t o  
NASA fo r  evaluation. This is shown on the flow sheet given in  Figure 5-2. 
5.2.3 Vacuum Bleaching Studies 
As reviewed in  Gection 5.0, bleaching studies were conducted t o  determine 
t h e  possibi l i ty  of bleaching ,at temperatures lower than 3kO0°F. 
studies were made on 5th generation control samples i n  Astro Met's vacuum 
furnace described in Section 3.8, and analysis w a s  made by porosiaeter 
before and after bleaching on the same sample. 
were used, v i z .  3000, 2750 and 2&O0F, for  periods of 1, 4 and 10 hours. 
temperature was reached i n  about 20 minutes. The result ing porosity data on 
samples W - 8 C u - l . N i  and W-1OCu-UI sintered a t  22.50 and 2250°F fo r  5 hours are  
given i n  Tables- 4-5 tkrough 4-7, as mentioned previously. 
Bleaching 
Three bleaching temperatures 
The 
5-14 
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The results of the 
10 hours indicated that 
bleaching fo r  4 hours. 
vacuum bleaching at 3000, 2750 and 2000°F f o r  1, 4 and 
good s t ab i l i t y  resulted from 2750% and 3000°F vacuum 
The lower temperature resulted in higher open porosity. 
Therefore+, as previously described, slab specimens were sent t o  Abar f o r  
vacuum bleaching at these two  conditions. After bleachin&, these specimens hsd 
only about 155 porosity Bpd, 88 discussed in Section 5.2.2.2, t h i s  rapid pore 
closure was believed t o  be due t o  residual chloride and nickel formation follow- 
ing XC1 leaching, and w a s  eliminated by the added n i t r i c  acid treatment (6Cn Cen. ). 
From above studies, it was decided t o  conduct bleaching on 6th generation 
specimens only at 2750°F f o r  4 hours as this vas expected t o  resd t  i n  higher 
porosity snd less volume shrinkage than bleaching a t  3W°F f o r  4 hours. 
os i ty  data f o r  samples W-&u-lNi and W-lOCu-lI?i, both sintered at 2150’F fo r  
5 hours and a t  22%’~ fo r  25 hours, are given in Table 5-6. 
cant drop in open porosity sfter bleaching at  27woF f o r  4 hours at 10-4 Torr 
Por- 
There vas no s igni f i -  
at Astro Met, and hence the 6th generation specimens were sent t o  Abar for vacuum 
( a t  The resul t ing porosity data 
is also included in Table 5-8. Practically no pore volume change occurred, 
v i t h  the result that send emitter tes t  plates were produced with over 20% 
open porosity, a narrow pore spectrum range and meen $re diameter8 between 
1.1 and 1.7 microns. 
as Figure 5-2. 
Torr) bleaching at 2?P°F’ for 4 hours. 
The final 6th generation process is +ovn es a flow sheet 
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5.3 Evaluation 
3.3.1 Chemical Analysis 
S&pk 
Cu-Ni  > 10 -1" G" 
215OoF - 7 hrs. 3 Temp. -Time of sintering 
Cheniccll analysis  was done on 5th generation specimens for copper, nickel 
and chloride on, as hydrochloric acid leached samples and is described belo& 
--- 
8 -1 ' I  I" 
2150°F - 5 hrs.. 
-- .-- 
* 
10 -1" D" 
2250% - 5 hrs. 
Copper 
1 Nickel 
' Chloride 
1 
5-22 
- 074% f 
0275 
l e s s  than .01$ less than .Ol$ 
less than .01$ less than 06 
* .y 
3.3.2 Metallographic Analysis 
Figure 5-3 reproduces photomicropaphs of the 6th generation emitter 
structures of the W-8Cu-Ui and W-1Wu-mi, both siatered a t  2lW0 for 5 hours 
and 2250°F for  25 hours. 
which would produce a pore s ize  range between 1 and 2 microns. 
graphs are shown at  magnifications of 400 and 1-X. 
shows the general unifo-ty of grain distribution. 
shows the shapes of the tungsten grains and the concomitant hole ahapes n w  
f i l l ed  w i t h  infiltrated copper f o r  polishi&. 
The bas i c  okjective was t o  pro&Jce a gr& size range 
Tht? photomtcro- 
The lower magnification 
The higher magnification 
The W-&u-LUi appears to  be the most uniform, especially as result ing 
from sintering at 2250'~ - 25 hours which gave a 1.6 micron %an pore diameter. 
The W-lOCu-lNi, UpoF - 5 hours, appears t o  have the least aicro mi- 
formity of the aeries, where an estimated l$ of the surface area would have 
a particle void with an averwe width of 
believed t o  not be continuous as evidenced by the re la t ive  low porosimeter 
measurements as is disculssed in the following section. This type of grab 
segregation is  dependent upon the milling procedures and can be readily re- 
duced by improved milling procedures. 
specimens showed exceptional grain size and grain distribution uniformity. 
is expected that the supplied l w g e  emitter 6th generation plates  would be 
similarly uniform from one area t o  another. 
permeability. 
porosimetcr analyses is discusssed in t he  following section. 
t o  8 aicrons- These voids are 
Metallographic scanning of the control 
It 
T h i s  should assure unifom cesium 
A further discussion of pore uniformity as determined by mercury 
5.3.3 Porosity Measurements 
The 6th generation W-8Cu-lIii and W-10Cu-Ui control specimens and enitter 
slabs f o r  NASA were cut f r o m  the same processed slugs and within 1/2 inch of 
each other. I n  some cases, the controls wcre cut from the end of the  slabs. 
Therefore, microstructural, pore spectrum, and permeabillty analyses sboald be 
indicative of the character is t ics  which would be exhibited by the  emitter slzbs. 
The pore spectrum analyses of furnace bleached specimens irere cozxiucteh as dis-  
cussed i n  Section 3.11. These 6 t h  generation pore s sc t rum armlyses eze p lo t -  
ted i n  Figures 5-4 5-5. Specific open, closed and t o t a l  pore v a l u e ,  wan. 
pore s ize  and equivalent pore count data based on pore \-olume =e listed in 
Table 5-8. 
open pores within narrow pore size ranges are indicated. 
Additional analytical  data are given i n  Table 5-9 where r a t io s  of 
5-23 
Sintered 2150'F - 5 hrs. Sintered 225OoF - 25 hrs. 
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;.s can be seen from these pore spectrum curves and Table 5-9, all speci- 
mens exhibited high open pore ~ 0 1 ~ 6  from 18.8 t o  23.8’11. 
as much as 
t o  -52 nicrons. 
All specii ins had 
and up t o  9746 of their opeu pore voluurs i n  the r a s e  f ro4 1.7 
Analyses of Tsble  5-10 indicates the favorable s t a b i l i t y  character is t ics  
of the entire 6 th  generation metallurgical group even duriniJ the original 
bleaching cycle where hi&est shrinkage rates norrnally occur. 
data had been determined on the original (ae E 1  leached) specimns which 
established base l ine data from which bleaching ef fec ts  were determined. 
The HNO 
men swelling due t o  cnemical oxidation. 
chemically caused volune increase reuained through the subsequent hydrogen 
reduction and the  first vacuum b i e a c u g  cycle at  2750°F f o r  4 hours. The 
thermai s t a b i l i t y  of che en t i re  6th generation group i s  shown by the fact 
that the open pore volume reduction due t o  furnace bleachirlg for k hours  and 
an additional 6 hours w a s  practically n i l .  
with the poor s t a b i l i t y  exhibited by t i e  5th generation specinens which lost 
as much as 30% 02 kheir open porosity under the sane vacuu furnace condi- 
t ions.  Another factor is that these 
6th generation specinens have unusualiy high open porosity volumes - and 
are yet  so stable. 
the first ten hours, these furnace process and s t a b i l i t y  periods were believed 
suff ic ient  t o  demonstrate that stable ion emitter structures had been produced. 
L imi t ed  t i m e  prevented aging studies of the 6th generation emitters f o r  loager 
periods and at higher temperature, such as had been &ne previously and had 
been -,lamed fo r  t k L s  uork . 
Tore spectrum 
acid leach treatment ( i30°F - k8 hours) i n i t i a l l y  caused some speci- 3 
A significant portion of this 
 his excellent s t a b i i i t y  contrasts 
This vas shown on Tables 5-4 t o  5-7. 
Since ni&est pore closure rates generally OCCLU“ within 
An additional pertinent observation of s t a b i l i t y  w a s  xade by comparine 
t h e  shape of the pore s p c c t r q  curves, of the’ four  s p e c i m  sets, vhich were 
generated fron t e s t s  before and a f t e r  t h e  6 hours vacuua themal azifig cycle 
following the vacum bleaching stei;. 
pore volume range between 1.7 and .7$ microns was practically idcnticfl.2. 
This comparison showed tha t  t h e  o ~ j e n  
P.e 
equected low contribution of fine pores 
t o  l iquid c e s i u  flow ana their closure’ 
change due t o  =in&. 
below .75 microns i n  sach s d  v a l . ~ e s ,  
should offer  no significw*t S m e e 5 i l i t y  
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5.3.4 Transmission Coefficient Measurements 
The transmimion coefficient measurement procedures were discussed i n  
Section 3.1.2. Analytical data fo r  five different 6th generation tungsten 
emitter specimens are given in  Table 5- l l .  .This  table  also lists compara- 
t i ve  mean pore diameter and open pore volume data. 
mens exhibit transmission coefficient values ranging from 11.2 t o  a . 6  x 10 
or f r o m  1 t o  5 times those exhibited by the 2nd and 3rd generation epecimens, 
the data for which is given in Table 4-8. 
since the s ixth generation specimens had a much narrower pore s ize  range 
with negliC;ible pore volume above 1.7 microns. 
from the same process groups were submitted to NASA w i t h  the equivalent 
emitter plates for ion  emission tests at the conclusion of the project. 
The 6th generation speci- 
5 
This is part icular ly  important 
Small disc  tes t  specimens 
Several attemptswere m a d e  t o  correlate transmission coefficients wi th  
No good correlation was determinable with the data various porosity data. 
from but four tested Specimens. 
be possible w i t h  a s t a t i s t i c a l  quantity of representative specimens. 
It is expected tha t  such correlatioxi should 
2.3.5 Emitter Test  Specimens f o r  NASA 
Four large porous tungsten emitter plates  (as shovn i n  Figure 5-6) Were 
completed and delivered to  NASA with corresponding control and S.T.L. disc  
specimens. 
Table 5-32 lists the physical character is t ic  goals and Astro Met’s 
achieved results as is summarized from previous report sections. 
The only major l imitation t o  specimen size is t h a t  of any v a c u u  fur- 
nace capable of heating the flat slabs t o  a minimum of 275O0F i n  a vacuum of 
10’’ Torr. 
No diff icul ty  would exist i n  preparing such structures v i t h  grain sizes 
of about 3 microns, as has been done in  ear ly  generation sintering trials. 
The produced specimens were deliberately prepared i n  grain size ranges from 
5 t o  11 microns in  order t o  prepare specimens of various concomitant pore 
diameters from 1 to  2 microns i n  at  least two Usc re t e  levels. The metallur- 
g i c d  thermodynanlc equilibrium character is t ics  allow a close control of grain 
and dependent pore sizes i n  specific leve ls  t o  as close as 0.1 micron values. 
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8 
The opes pore v01unm36 were generay IB 8XCel6 of the ruggeetad 
with a m  exception, which w a s  that of the W - 8 C u - l . l f i  6pacilwn whlah ha4 been 
processed to give a greater pore sit*. It l a  interesting to note that vhen 
rintared at 229% tor 25 hOur0, the rpeci;lpen o m  pore vol\onss mw about 
ideat laal  to tha eo--nickel volumes w h i c h  had beon origlnqUy a&hd - 
then relawed. 
The transmiorion coef'flcleat data i o  much hl-r than that specified 
(a desirable improvement) end ranged from ll.2 to U.6 x loo5 (Umeneionlemr) 
The thermal e t a 8 U t y  greatly exceed6 original contrmt objsotlves, u 
baaed Q I ~  W t s d  tests at much higher t e a t  tapsraturea and for much leer 
ti- periods. .The validity of this conclusion is based on the fact that 
greatest deneflloatlon , rateo at high temperatures occur l n  the first few 
t e a t  hours, where following denalficatlon rat438 - --tenth or less. 
ther 'ooniirmatlcm of thlr  conclusion io warmrated and i r  expected to be 
Fur- 
bsterpliaed by fit- NASA eralucrtlOn. 
chemi~al purity &G bad been attained in earlier generation epebimene. 
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FIGURE 5-6 POROUS TUNGSTEN ION EMITTER PLATE BLANKS 
(a) & (b) Prior t o  Leaching 
I ( c >  - After Leaching and Bleaching (d)  - Sectioned Emitter Test Mount, Astro kt Disc, 
S.T.L. mount showing rhodium braze meniscus. 
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. 6.2 InnoculatiagTuog &en with Iridium 
wee mthoda were skudied for aading iridiumo One of these conslated 
of an iniiltration approcrch using copper as a sol.trent. The second war that 
of adding the I r i d i u m  to the initial W-Cu-Nl mix. The third approach was 
that of ianoculatlng an mid leached porous t\mestem spaoimen with i r id ium 
ahloridu. 
4s iridium and 1 6  copper t o  tungcten w e i g h t  ra t ios ,  end i n f i l t r a t ing  at  
23OO'F. The copper was subsequently vacuum bleached. Visual examination dis- 
closed tha t  the iridium had e i ther  apparently been pa r t i a l ly  dissolved by and 
precipitated from the copper as a dense coating on top of the tungsten speci- 
men during inf i l t ra t ion  or  t h a t  vacuum evaporation temperatures densified the 
layer of uninfil trated iridium powder. 
tha t  the first sugcsted process probably occurred. 
The iridium dis t r ibut ion indicates 
Permeability t e s t s  showed tna t  the specimens were nearly iapermeable -. 
suggesting t h a t  the coatin& w a s  very dense. Whicnever iridium densification 
.method occurred, the resu l t s  suggest t ha t  thls technique would be useful f o r  
two emitter preparation procedures. One - iridium could be deposited i n  
selected areas without densifying the tungsten structure &-ad causing serious 
plate  s t resses  arid warpwe, such as occurs by electron beaz techniques. The 
second procedure needing improvement is t ha t  of brazing porous eciitter plates  
t o  dense molybdenum or  t u g s t e n  housinGs i n  a re la t ive ly  s t r e s s  f r ee  condi- 
tion, and by a m e t a l  iridim which would not accelerate tungsten densification 
as rhodiurn i s  expected t o  do. 
The second approach consisted of preparing a 50 gram specinen v i t h  the 
composition of W-8Cu-UTi-4Ir. 
solution i n  weter, dried md reduced at  lSOO°F for 1 hoar. 
nickel powder was added and mixed, pressed at 20,000 ps i  and s h t e r e d  a t  
2l5OoF f o r  5 hours. 
Tne i r i d i m  w a s  a02ed as the cizloridc i n  
The copper arid 
The grain size was 2-3 microns and since an eight micron grain was desired, 
0 the s a e  compact was sintered at 2300 F for 5 hours, giving a grain sizc of 
8-9 microns. 
occurred a f t e r  two months, indicating that corrosion resistance was high and 
t ha t  excessive copper and nickel reaained i n  the specimen. 
HC1 leacning studies indicated that only 6.85 wei&ht loss 
The t h i r d  approach which w a s  studied br ie f ly  w a s  that of i r s o c . d a t h g  
the acid leacheu porous tungsten with a solution of iridiiuc chloride. 
dzyhy, a coatinG of i r iu i .m c:iioride remained only on t h e  top  surfccc of the 
tunasten specimen. 
Upon 
Limited time prevented further exploration of these approaches, though 
fur ther  work is  recommended. 
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8 7.0 Conclusions 
7.1 Liquid phsse sinter ing of W-Cu-NI ternary alloy powder compacts w a s  
shovn t o  produce a spherical tungsten s t ructure  which could be converted t o  
useful ion emitter s t ructures  by fur ther  processing steps. 
7.2 The grain size control of such s t ructures  w a s  consistently ehown t o  
be dependent upon composition and lov temperature s in te r ing  conditions vhlch 
were eas i ly  controllable without highly specialized facil i t ies.  
7.3 Pore s ize  uniformity and dist r ibut ion was shown to be dependent upon 
f ine par t ic le  copper and nickel powders, and milling procedures. 
7.4 HC1 acid leaching was shown t o  remove / g g $  of the I n i t i a l  copper- 
1 nickel content without specimen oxidation. 
-15 A hot n i t r i a  acid treatment was found t o  be necessary i n  order t o  
eliminate finished ionizer thermal ins tab i l i ty ,  which was believed t o  be 
caused by residual chlorine or nickel.  
7.6 ghough acid leaching caused edge epall ing of thick specimens, t h i s  
could be eliminated by coating specimen edges with dams o r  plated gold 
coatings. 
7.7 The edge spalling problem w a s  minimized simply by making the  epecimens 
oversize by about 3/8 of an inch. 
7.8 High chemical pur i ty  and good specimen strength were at ta ined by a 
vacuum vaporization and sinter ing cycle t o  a temperature of at least 2750°F 
f o r  4 houra. 
7.9 Porous tungsten st ructures  weregnqared which met or exceeded porosity; 
density and permeability charactel i s t i c  goals. 
7.10 Mechanical surface finishing of sintered specimens was found t o  cause 
a serious problem due t o  increased densification and. pore closure r a t e s  at 
high temperatures, such as at ta incd during furnace bleaching and thermal aging. 
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3.U Anodic etchiag WSB found to easily rCllKIv0 the worked tungsten 8urfaCe 
when dant prior t o  iunaace bleaching w h e r e  pore closure could occur. 
7 . E  The process I s  readily reproducible, u8es relatively Inexpensive 
moterialo and procedures. 
8 
8.0 Recommendations 
8.1 In order to prepare even more perfect porous tungsten ion emitters -
by the l iqu id  phaee sintering process, studies should be conducted using 
copper and nickel powders below 1 micron, 88 wen a6 tungsten at  about 
0.1 micron particle diameter. 
- 8.2 More extensive studies should be made of various milling techniques 
and correlated with tungsten grain size, pore size, pore distribution, per- 
meability and cesium ionization characteristics'. 
8.3 Studies should be made of other leaching procedures i n  order t o  
decrease leaching periods. 
8.4 - The significance should be determined of residual nickel and chlorine 
contents (following HC1 leaching) upon pore closure rates. 
done by a systematic approach where more  ex tens ive  chemical analyses m e  used 
f o r  identifying exact contamination levels resul t ing from various process 
steps. 
This should be 
8.5 Sixth generation tungsten emitter specimens should be processed through 
higher bleaching temperatures i n  order t o  determine result ing pore character- 
i s t i c s  and thermal s t ab i l i t y .  
- 8.6 The process reproducibility should be determined by producing a 
ser ies  of large scde-up platea at  least 2" x 4" i n  area, and measuring 
grain and pore characterist ics.  
e.7 Structural uniformity levels  should be determined by quality control 
measurements. 
- 8.8 Studies should bebin on advanced eraitter structures with pore diameters 
0 2 of about 0.5 niicron, and pore deueity of 10 
by t h i s  process. 
pores/cm , which are feasible  
8.9 Thermal s tab i l i ty  of 6th generation, as well as advanced sub-micron 
pore size structures, should be established by determining activation energy 
tmd densification rate values by more extensive aging studies. 
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8.10 Tunjslmi4ridium structures should be further explored for increas- 
_L 
ing themal stabi l i ty  
8.11 Further studies should be m a d e  of the iridiux deposition process, -
using copper as a solvent, to produce controlled closed pore zonea in  varfoua 
emitter plate configurations. 
- 8.12 Iridium deposition sh0iii.d be e w o r e d  as a means of joining porous 
tungsten euitters t o  non-porous capsules, as an iinprovement over rhodium 
brazing and electron beam welding. 
8.13 Improved s2ectrographic analyeis techniques should be developed in 
order that consistent results may be more readily attainable. 
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